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INDIANA WORKER’S COMPENSATION ACT
• The Act applies to “Indiana employments.”
• The Act can apply to an employee working
out of state if an Indiana employment exists.
• Railroad employees, casual laborers,
volunteers, and certain agricultural workers
are not covered.
• Truly independent contractors are not
covered.
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INDIANA WORKER’S COMPENSATION SYSTEM
The system is designed to:
• Provide a mostly self‐effectuating system for addressing
medical or psychological injuries of employees caused by
the employment.
• Provide timely benefits, both medical and compensatory,
for employees injured on the job.
• Document the progress of work injury claims by heavy
reliance on informational compliance forms by the
Worker’s Compensation Board.
• Handle over 70,000 injuries per year and thousands of
litigated cases through an administrative hearing process.

INJURIES COVERED UNDER THE ACT
To claim benefits under the Act, an employee or his or her dependents must
establish that the employee sustained personal injury or death “by accident
arising out of and in the course of employment.” Ind. Code §22‐3‐2‐2.
A. ARISING OUT OF EMPLOYMENT
An injury arises out of employment where there is a causal connection
between the injury and performance of required work.
The Indiana Supreme Court has held that an employee would be considered
to have sustained an injury “by accident” as long as the injury was the
unexpected result of performing the work duties. Evans v. Yankeetown
Dock Corp., 491 N.E.2d 969 (Ind. 1986). Thus, an employee who strains his
or her back while unloading a truck would be deemed to have sustained an
injury by accident, even though no unusual or unexpected event had
precipitated his or her injury. It is not necessary that the employee show
some specific incident caused the injury.
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INJURIES COVERED UNDER THE ACT
B. IN THE COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT
In the course of refers to the relationship of the injury and employment
with respect to time and place of the accident or occurrence.
The “course of employment” phrase typically refers to the actual
location of the accidental injury, the conditions and circumstances at the
time of the accident, and the nature of the activity in which the
employee was engaged when injured, and that activity’s relationship to
his or her employment duties.
Under longstanding Indiana law, travel to and from work is not regarded
as being in the course of employment, but an exception exists for
traveling employees. Active involvement in horseplay is also not usually
within the course of employment.

INJURIES COVERED UNDER THE ACT
Arising out of can include “tasks incidental to
employment”…tasks undertaken for the comfort
and convenience of the employee. Such tasks if off
the premises may also keep the employee in the
course of employment if the tasks are allowed by
the employer.
In the course of includes a brief period of time
before and after work and is commonly referred to
as the ingress/egress rule.
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DEFENSES TO COVERED INJURIES
(NON‐EXHAUSTIVE)

• Negation of an element of the employee’s claim:
1. Employment status.
2. No causal connection.
3. Outside course of employment.
• Proof of Affirmative Defense:
1. Knowingly self‐inflicted injury.
2. Injury due to intoxication.
3. Injury during felony.
4. Injury due to knowing failure to use a safety appliance.
5. Injury due to knowing failure to obey reasonable posted
work rule.
6. Injury due to knowing failure to perform statutory duty.

COVERED INJURIES UNDER THE ACT
DIFFICULT INJURY DETERMINATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Aggravation of a Pre‐Existing Injury
Complications
Falls
Psychological Disorders (Stress)
Repetitive or Cumulative Trauma
Willful Acts
Heart Attacks
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COVERED INJURIES UNDER THE ACT
PRE‐EXISTING CONDITIONS
The rule is well established in Indiana that an employer takes its employees as it
finds them, with whatever latent weaknesses they may possess. Where a work
injury aggravates a dormant or asymptomatic pre‐existing condition, the employer is
liable for the full extent of the injury. Hansen v. Von Duprin, Inc., 507 N.E.2d 573,
577 (Ind. 1987); Parks v. Sheller‐Globe Corp., 177 Ind. App. 498, 380 N.E.2d 110, 112
(1978).
Where an employee’s pre‐existing impairment or disability combines with the
impairment or disability resulting from a subsequent compensable injury and
renders the employee either permanently totally disabled or permanently partially
impaired to a greater degree than what would have resulted from the subsequent
injury alone, the Board must apportion between the two conditions.
Where the employee’s condition was symptomatic before the aggravation, an
impairment or disability may have already been present. In that situation, the
employer may be able to avoid liability by showing that the work caused no
additional injury. If any additional permanent injury can be identified and attributed
to the work, the employer should be liable for that additional injury.

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
The Indiana Occupational Diseases Act defines an “occupational disease” as:
A disease arising out of and in the course of employment. Ordinary diseases
of life to which the general public is exposed outside of employment shall not be
compensable, except where such diseases follow as an incident of an occupational
disease as defined in this section.
There is no requirement that the exposure be accidental.
An ordinary “disease of life” to which the general public is exposed would not be
compensable unless it followed as an “incident of an occupational disease.” The
disease must be incidental to the character of the business and not independent of
the relation of employer and employee. Moreover, the contraction of the disease
must appear to have its origin in a risk connected with the employment.
The employee must also demonstrate “disablement”—the state of being unable to
earn full wages at the work when last exposed to the hazardous condition, or full
wages in another suitable employment. Disablement, unlike “disability” under the
Worker’s Compensation Act, is tied to the ability to earn full wages, as opposed to
the inability to work.
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BENEFITS AVAILABLE UNDER THE ACT
1. Medical Services
2. Temporary Total or Partial Disability
3. Permanent Partial Impairment
4. Permanent Total Disability
5. Death Benefits

BENEFITS AVAILABLE UNDER THE INDIANA ACT FOR COMPENSABLE INJURIES
MEDICAL SERVICES TO REDUCE OR
LIMIT AMOUNT AND EXTENT OF
IMPAIRMENT

MEDICAL SERVICES

TEMPORARY DISABILITY BENEFITS
(TOTAL OR PARTIAL)
PERMANENT PARTIAL
IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS

RETURN TO
WORK?

PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY
BENEFITS

SECOND
INJURY
FUND

PERMANENT &
QUIESCENT STATE
CHANGE IN
CONDITION?
DEATH BENEFITS

FUNERAL EXPENSES
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BENEFITS AVAILABLE
MEDICAL SERVICES
The employer is to furnish the physician for the employee’s medical
needs.
Generally, an employee is not free to elect, at the employer’s expense,
additional treatment or physicians other than those tendered by the
employer.
Where the injured employee fails to notify the employer of the need for
medical treatment, the employer is not responsible for the
unauthorized medical expenses unless they were incurred due to an
emergency or “other good reason.”

BENEFITS AVAILABLE
MEDICAL SERVICES
With regard to conditions found to be compensable, the
employer is obligated to provide the injured employee medical
treatment until the employee’s injuries have reached a
permanent and quiescent state.
After that state has been reached, the employer is only obligated
to furnish medical treatment necessary to limit or reduce the
level of impairment. Ind. Code §22‐3‐3‐4.
It is therefore important for the employer to have the employee’s
injuries reach maximum medical improvement in a timely
manner.
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MAXIMUM MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT
• Maximum Medical Improvement (MMI)—point in time at
which the injury has become permanent and quiescent.
• Employee may dispute MMI through the Board’s medical
examination process or by securing his or her own
medical treatment and opinion.

BENEFITS AVAILABLE
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY (TTD)
• TTD refers to the status of being totally unable to
perform work of the same kind or character the
employee performed.
• Where an employee has sustained a compensable injury,
the employee is entitled to temporary total disability
benefits until the earlier of the time that his or her
injuries reach a permanent and quiescent state or he or
she returns to some employment.
• An employer may reduce its liability for temporary total
disability benefits by providing the injured employee
with suitable employment within the employee’s medical
restrictions. Ind. Code §22‐3‐3‐11.
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BENEFITS AVAILABLE
TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY (TPD)
• Where the employee is partly unable to perform his or her
duties, but is earning less than before the work injury, TPD
may be payable.
• If owed, TPD is paid at 66 2/3% of the difference between the
employee’s average weekly wage before the injury and the
weekly wage at which the employee returned to work.
• Maximum and minimum average weekly wages can impact
both TTD and TPD.
• An employee must be served with a notice setting forth the
consequences of the refusal of suitable employment on a
form prescribed by the Board (Form 38911).

BENEFITS AVAILABLE
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT (PPI)
• PPI refers to the permanent loss of physical or mental
function. It does not involve permanent damage to one’s
earning ability.
• PPI usually involves assessment by a physician of the
percentage of loss of function. It is based on a schedule
of injuries and physician ratings.
• The employer is not usually responsible for pre‐existing
impairment.
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BENEFITS AVAILABLE
PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY (PTD)
• PTD is payable where the employee is permanently and
totally unable to resume any reasonable type of
employment.
• The Board will consider the employee’s age, training,
extent of limitation due to injury, and the availability of
work.

BENEFITS AVAILABLE
DEATH BENEFITS AND FUNERAL EXPENSES
• Where the employee died as a result of the work injury,
the employee’s statutory dependents, if any, may recover
up to 500 weeks of benefits at the employee’s disability
rate.
• Funeral expenses are also payable, but are limited to
$7,500.00.
• The Act governs who qualifies as a statutory dependent,
either a presumptive dependent or a dependent in fact
(who cannot recover if there are any presumptive
dependents).
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BENEFITS AVAILABLE
BAD FAITH/LACK OF DILIGENCE DAMAGE
The Board can award damages up to a certain level for an
employer or insurance carrier’s lack of diligence or bad faith
(ill will).

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING FOR JULY 1, 2014 TO JUNE 30,2015
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MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
Employers play a vital role in the prevention and management of
work injuries and their consequences. Their role encompasses
the full range of available measures, from company policies and
procedures on safety and returning to work, to active assistance
with the insurance carrier, third‐party administrator, or defense
counsel.
First, Employers should assess the most hazardous aspects of the
various job duties and identify those duties or circumstances that
are likely to produce injury. Ergonomic and safety evaluations are
helpful. In my experience, manual lifting and turning produces
the most claims. Forklift trucks are a common culprit and often
result in severe injuries. In the end, even the safest workplace
cannot guard against human error.

MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
OSHA REGULATIONS
Employers should have a good understanding of the OSHA rules
applicable to their workplace.
It is very important for employers to know the OSHA recordability
rules.
Usually, a recordable event involves at least one of six aspects:
1. Modified Duty
2. Lost Days of Work
3. Loss of Consciousness
4. Significant Injury or Illness
5. Medical Treatment Beyond First Aid
6. Death.
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MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
REPORTING OF WORK INJURIES
• Reporting under the Act is not the same as documenting
OSHA recordable events.
• The Act provides that an injured worker must provide
notice of an injury to his or her employer within thirty
days of the date of injury. While failure to provide the
required notice will not bar compensation absent
extreme prejudice, no benefits are due to the injured
worker until the date of notice.
• The rule under the Act is the same whether the injury is
undisputed or challenged by the employer.

MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
FIRST REPORT OF INJURY
• The employer is required to prepare the First Report of
Injury to the carrier within seven days after first day of
disability.
• The carrier must report to the Board not later than seven
days after receipt of report or fourteen days after
employer’s knowledge of the injury.
• Failure to comply with this subsection may result in
penalties under Indiana Code §22‐3‐4‐15.
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FIRST REPORT OF INJURY (FROI)

MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
EMPLOYER’S ROLE IN INVESTIGATION
Employers frequently have a wealth of information about their employees, although not
usually in a centralized location. For example, an employer may have the following types of
information about the employee:
• Pre‐existing conditions involving the body part alleged to be injured.
• Concurrent employment, particularly if the other job has no health benefits, is part‐
time, or is more physically strenuous. An employee holding two jobs may have an
incentive to have his or her claim recognized by one employer and not the other. It is
helpful to discover the employee’s claim history with the other employer in such cases.
• The employee’s financial or marital difficulty or substantial child support arrearage,
each of which may be affecting the employee’s ability and motivation to work.
• The employee’s criminal history, particularly if it involves acts of deception or
dishonesty.
• A history of drug and alcohol abuse.
• A pattern of absences during certain seasons, such as a construction worker claiming an
injury at the end of the outdoor working season. Similarly, some employees have a
pattern of having suspect claims in the late spring or early summer just in time for
enjoying the good weather while on disability.
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MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED
The investigation typically encompasses the following
information:
• The time and manner of the reporting of the injury;
• The statements of the worker and witnesses;
• Other pertinent employment information or developments;
• The employer’s knowledge about the worker’s medical and
employment history; and
• The medical records of the injured worker.

MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED
The time and manner of reporting can have a tremendous impact on
a case where causation is the principal issue. The defense team must
consider whether the timing of the reporting is suspicious.
For example, the injury may have been reported:
• Shortly after the hire date, particularly where a pre‐existing
condition is known to exist.
• After a weekend, a vacation, or other leave of absence.
• After announcement of temporary or permanent layoffs or plant
closings.
• Weeks or even months after the alleged onset of the condition or
the occurrence of a specific accident.
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MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED
The defense team may need to obtain information regarding:
• A post‐hiring physical examination which the employee underwent.
• The return‐to‐work policy and the employer’s consistency in adhering to
that policy.
• The monitoring of the employee’s leave of absence, including a
requirement that the employee provide “release from work” slips from
authorized physicians.
• The existence of job descriptions and the tracking of jobs while an
employee is on light duty.
• Performance reviews of the employee and disciplinary records.
• Attendance records, which ideally have the reasons for the absences
documented.

MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
INVESTIGATION CONTINUED
Investigative tools available include:
• Statement of the injured worker
• Statements of witnesses/co‐workers/supervisor
• Associate’s hobbies/activities
• Job Demand Analysis/Work Instructions
• Photographs or Video
• PPE requirements and compliance
• Compliance with use of safety devices or work rules
• Completed Investigation & Incident Report
• Time Records
• MSDS, hygiene or air quality records, exposure records, if an occupational illness
claim
• Drug Screen results
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MINIMIZING WORK INJURIES & CLAIMS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TOOLS FOR REDUCTION OF CLAIMS
Company Procedures:
A. Pre‐Hire Physical Examination
B. Injury Reporting
C. Maintenance of Contact throughout treatment of injury
D. Return‐to‐Work Policy
E. Drug Testing
Job Descriptions—accurate and updated
Close Cooperation with Insurance Carrier or Administrator
Active Participation in Investigation—both at outset and during course
of claim
Enforced Safety Rules
Ergonomic Evaluations

THANK YOU
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BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2006 TO JUNE 30, 2007
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$900.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$600.00
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,300
11-35…………………$1,500
36-50…………………$2,400
51-100……………… $3,000
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,300 = $5,850.00
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$300,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00.
Mileage Reimbursement varies after July 1, 2015.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2007 TO JUNE 30, 2008
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$930.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$620.00
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,340
11-35…………………$1,545
36-50…………………$2,475
51-100……………… $3,150
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,340 = $6,030.00
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$310,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00.
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2008 TO JUNE 30, 2009
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$954.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$636.00
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,365
11-35…………………$1,570
36-50…………………$2,525
51-100……………… $3,200
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,365 = $6,142.50
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$318,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00.
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2009 TO JUNE 30, 2010
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$975.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$650.00
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,380
11-35…………………$1,585
36-50…………………$2,600
51-100……………… $3,300
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,380 = $6,210.00
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$325,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00.
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2010 TO JUNE 30, 2014
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$975.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$650.00
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,400
11-35…………………$1,600
36-50…………………$2,700
51-100……………… $3,500
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,400 = $6,300.00
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$325,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00.
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2014 TO JUNE 30, 2015
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$1,040.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$693.37
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,517
11-35…………………$1,717
36-50…………………$2,862
51-100……………… $3,687
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,517 = $6,826.50
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$347,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
FOR JULY 1, 2015 TO JUNE 30, 2016
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$1,105.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$736.70
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,633
11-35…………………$1,835
36-50……………… $3,024
51-100……………… $3,873
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,633 = $7,348.50
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$368,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

BENEFIT INFORMATION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING
ON OR AFTER JULY 1, 2016
TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Minimum Average Weekly Wage
$75.00
Maximum Average Weekly Wage
$1,170.00
Minimum Benefit—Use Actual Average Weekly Wage
$50.00
if Less than $50 Benefit
Maximum Benefit
$780.04
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10)
The employer is entitled to a credit against permanent partial impairment benefits for temporary total disability
benefits paid after 125 weeks. Impairment benefits are calculated on a graduated scale. For example:
Degrees
$ Per Degree
1-10……………… $1,750
11-35…………………$1,952
36-50……………… $3,186
51-100……………… $4,060
The dollar benefits per degree are doubled for amputations.
For less than complete loss of use (i.e., permanent partial impairment), multiply rating by degrees for that body
part before determining degrees of compensation. For example:
Physician renders rating of 10% permanent partial impairment to the leg above the knee:
10% of 45 degrees = 4.5 degrees
4.5 degrees x $1,750 = $7,875.00
This can be paid in a lump sum or weekly by dividing by the temporary total disability rate.
MAXIMUM COMPENSATION EXCLUSIVE OF MEDICAL BENEFITS
(INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-22)
Maximum Compensation (Disability + Impairment)
$390,000.00
Disability (TTD + TPD + PTD) may not exceed 500 weeks. Minimum benefit in case of permanent total
disability is $75,000.00
Mileage Reimbursement: The state mileage rate for travel is 44 cents per mile.

SCHEDULE OF INJURIES FOR DETERMINING
PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS
INDIANA CODE §22-3-3-10

Injuries occurring after 7-1-91

Degrees

Thumb (1st digit) ............................................................................ 12
Index Finger (2nd digit)................................................................... 8
Second Finger (3rd digit) ................................................................ 7
Third or Ring Finger (4th digit) ...................................................... 6
Fourth or Little Finger (5th digit) .................................................... 4
Hand below elbow joint ................................................................. 40
Arm above elbow ........................................................................... 50
Big Toe ........................................................................................... 12
Second Toe ..................................................................................... 6
Third Toe........................................................................................ 4
Fourth Toe ...................................................................................... 3
Little Toe ........................................................................................ 2
Foot below knee ............................................................................. 35
Leg above knee .............................................................................. 45
Loss of one eye or its reduction of sight to onetenth (1/10) normal vision .............................................................. 35
Hearing loss (one ear) .................................................................... 15
Total hearing loss (both ears) ......................................................... 40
Loss of one testicle ......................................................................... 10
Loss of both testicles ...................................................................... 30
Both hands, both feet, sight of both eyes or any
two such losses in same accident ................................................... 100
Disfigurement that impairs future usefulness or
opportunities (if no impairment otherwise) .................................... 40
**Based on scale of 100 degrees where 0% = no impairment and
100% = total body impairment.

INJURY ON OR
AFTER
1 DEGREE
2 DEGREES
3 DEGREES
4 DEGREES
5 DEGREES
6 DEGREES
7 DEGREES
8 DEGREES
9 DEGREES
10 DEGREES
11 DEGREES
12 DEGREES
13 DEGREES
14 DEGREES
15 DEGREES
16 DEGREES
17 DEGREES
18 DEGREES
19 DEGREES
20 DEGREES
21 DEGREES
22 DEGREES
23 DEGREES
24 DEGREES
25 DEGREES
26 DEGREES
27 DEGREES
28 DEGREES
29 DEGREES
30 DEGREES
31 DEGREES
32 DEGREES
33 DEGREES
34 DEGREES
35 DEGREES
36 DEGREES
37 DEGREES
38 DEGREES
39 DEGREES
40 DEGREES
41 DEGREES
42 DEGREES
43 DEGREES
44 DEGREES
45 DEGREES
46 DEGREES
47 DEGREES
48 DEGREES
49 DEGREES
50 DEGREES

7/1/07

7/1/08

7/1/09

7/1/10

$1,340
$2,680
$4,020
$5,360
$6,700
$8,040
$9,380
$10,720
$12,060
$13,400
$14,945
$16,490
$18,035
$19,580
$21,125
$22,670
$24,215
$25,760
$27,305
$28,850
$30,395
$31,940
$33,485
$35,030
$36,575
$38,120
$39,665
$41,210
$42,755
$44,300
$45,845
$47,390
$48,935
$50,480
$52,025
$54,500
$56,975
$59,450
$61,925
$64,400
$66,875
$69,350
$71,825
$74,300
$76,775
$79,250
$81,725
$84,200
$86,675
$89,150

$1,365
$2,730
$4,095
$5,460
$6,825
$8,190
$9,555
$10,920
$12,285
$13,650
$15,220
$16,790
$18,360
$19,930
$21,500
$23,070
$24,640
$26,210
$27,780
$29,350
$30,920
$32,490
$34,060
$35,630
$37,200
$38,770
$40,340
$41,910
$43,480
$45,050
$46,620
$48,190
$49,760
$51,330
$52,900
$55,425
$57,950
$60,475
$63,000
$65,525
$68,050
$70,575
$73,100
$75,625
$78,150
$80,675
$83,200
$85,725
$88,250
$90,775

$1,380
$2,760
$4,140
$5,520
$6,900
$8,280
$9,660
$11,040
$12,420
$13,800
$15,385
$16,970
$18,555
$20,140
$21,725
$23,310
$24,895
$26,480
$28,065
$29,650
$31,235
$32,820
$34,405
$35,990
$37,575
$39,160
$40,745
$42,330
$43,915
$45,500
$47,085
$48,670
$50,255
$51,840
$53,425
$56,025
$58,625
$61,225
$63,825
$66,425
$69,025
$71,625
$74,225
$76,825
$79,425
$82,025
$84,625
$87,225
$89,825
$92,425

$1,400
$2,800
$4,200
$5,600
$7,000
$8,400
$9,800
$11,200
$12,600
$14,000
$15,600
$17,200
$18,800
$20,400
$22,000
$23,600
$25,200
$26,800
$28,400
$30,000
$31,600
$33,200
$34,800
$36,400
$38,000
$39,600
$41,200
$42,800
$44,400
$46,000
$47,600
$49,200
$50,800
$52,400
$54,000
$56,700
$59,400
$62,100
$64,800
$67,500
$70,200
$72,900
$75,600
$78,300
$81,000
$83,700
$86,400
$89,100
$91,800
$94,500

INJURY ON OR
AFTER:
51 DEGREES
52 DEGREES
53 DEGREES
54 DEGREES
55 DEGREES
56 DEGREES
57 DEGREES
58 DEGREES
59 DEGREES
60 DEGREES
61 DEGREES
62 DEGREES
63 DEGREES
64 DEGREES
65 DEGREES
66 DEGREES
67 DEGREES
68 DEGREES
69 DEGREES
70 DEGREES
71 DEGREES
72 DEGREES
73 DEGREES
74 DEGREES
75 DEGREES
76 DEGREES
77 DEGREES
78 DEGREES
79 DEGREES
80 DEGREES
81 DEGREES
82 DEGREES
83 DEGREES
84 DEGREES
85 DEGREES
86 DEGREES
87 DEGREES
88 DEGREES
89 DEGREES
90 DEGREES
91 DEGREES
92 DEGREES
93 DEGREES
94 DEGREES
95 DEGREES
96 DEGREES
97 DEGREES
98 DEGREES
99 DEGREES
100 DEGREES

7/1/07

7/1/08

7/1/09

7/1/10

$92,300
$95,450
$98,600
$101,750
$104,900
$108,050
$111,200
$114,350
$117,500
$120,650
$123,800
$126,950
$130,100
$133,250
$136,400
$139,550
$142,700
$145,850
$149,000
$152,150
$155,300
$158,450
$161,600
$164,750
$167,900
$171,050
$174,200
$177,350
$180,500
$183,650
$186,800
$189,950
$193,100
$196,250
$199,400
$202,550
$205,700
$208,850
$212,000
$215,150
$218,300
$221,450
$224,600
$227,750
$230,900
$234,050
$237,200
$240,350
$243,500
$246,650

$93,975
$97,175
$100,375
$103,575
$106,775
$109,975
$113,175
$116,375
$119,575
$122,775
$125,975
$129,175
$132,375
$135,575
$138,775
$141,975
$145,175
$148,375
$151,575
$154,775
$157,975
$161,175
$164,375
$167,575
$170,775
$173,975
$177,175
$180,375
$183,575
$186,775
$189,975
$193,175
$196,375
$199,575
$202,775
$205,975
$209,175
$212,375
$215,575
$218,775
$221,975
$225,175
$228,375
$231,575
$234,775
$237,975
$241,175
$244,375
$247,575
$250,775

$95,725
$99,025
$102,325
$105,625
$108,925
$112,225
$115,525
$118,825
$122,125
$125,425
$128,725
$132,025
$135,325
$138,625
$141,925
$145,225
$148,525
$151,825
$155,125
$158,425
$161,725
$165,025
$168,325
$171,625
$174,925
$178,225
$181,525
$184,825
$188,125
$191,425
$194,725
$198,025
$201,325
$204,625
$207,925
$211,225
$214,525
$217,825
$221,125
$224,425
$227,725
$231,025
$234,325
$237,625
$240,925
$244,225
$247,525
$250,825
$254,125
$257,425

$98,000
$101,500
$105,000
$108,500
$112,000
$115,500
$119,000
$122,500
$126,000
$129,500
$133,000
$136,500
$140,000
$143,500
$147,000
$150,500
$154,000
$157,500
$161,000
$164,500
$168,000
$171,500
$175,000
$178,500
$182,000
$185,500
$189,000
$192,500
$196,000
$199,500
$203,000
$206,500
$210,000
$213,500
$217,000
$220,500
$224,000
$227,500
$231,000
$234,500
$238,000
$241,500
$245,000
$248,500
$252,000
$255,500
$259,000
$262,500
$266,000
$269,500

INJURY ON OR
AFTER
1 DEGREE
2 DEGREES
3 DEGREES
4 DEGREES
5 DEGREES
6 DEGREES
7 DEGREES
8 DEGREES
9 DEGREES
10 DEGREES
11 DEGREES
12 DEGREES
13 DEGREES
14 DEGREES
15 DEGREES
16 DEGREES
17 DEGREES
18 DEGREES
19 DEGREES
20 DEGREES
21 DEGREES
22 DEGREES
23 DEGREES
24 DEGREES
25 DEGREES
26 DEGREES
27 DEGREES
28 DEGREES
29 DEGREES
30 DEGREES
31 DEGREES
32 DEGREES
33 DEGREES
34 DEGREES
35 DEGREES
36 DEGREES
37 DEGREES
38 DEGREES
39 DEGREES
40 DEGREES
41 DEGREES
42 DEGREES
43 DEGREES
44 DEGREES
45 DEGREES
46 DEGREES
47 DEGREES
48 DEGREES
49 DEGREES
50 DEGREES

7/1/14

7/1/15

7/1/16

$1,517
$3,034
$4,551
$6,068
$7,585
$9,102
$10,619
$12,136
$13,653
$15,170
$16,887
$18,604
$20,321
$22,038
$23,755
$25,472
$27,189
$28,906
$30,623
$32,340
$34,057
$35,774
$37,491
$39,208
$40,925
$42,642
$44,359
$46,076
$47,793
$49,510
$51,227
$52,944
$54,661
$56,378
$58,095
$60,957
$63,819
$66,681
$69,543
$72,405
$75,267
$78,129
$80,991
$83,853
$86,715
$89,577
$92,439
$95,301
$98,163
$101,025

$1,633
$3,266
$4,899
$6,532
$8,165
$9,798
$11,431
$13,064
$14,697
$16,330
$18,165
$20,000
$21,835
$23,670
$25,505
$27,340
$29,175
$31,010
$32,845
$34,680
$36,515
$38,350
$40,185
$42,020
$43,855
$45,690
$47,525
$49,360
$51,195
$53,030
$54,865
$56,700
$58,535
$60,370
$62,205
$65,229
$68,253
$71,277
$74,301
$77,325
$80,349
$83,373
$86,397
$89,421
$92,445
$95,469
$98,493
$101,517
$104,541
$107,565

$1,750
$3,500
$5,250
$7,000
$8,750
$10,500
$12,250
$14,000
$15,750
$17,500
$19,452
$21,404
$23,356
$25,308
$27,260
$29,212
$31,164
$33,116
$35,068
$37,020
$38,972
$40,924
$42,876
$44,828
$46,780
$48,732
$50,684
$52,636
$54,588
$56,540
$58,492
$60,444
$62,396
$64,348
$66,300
$69,486
$72,672
$75,858
$79,044
$82,230
$85,416
$88,602
$91,788
$94,974
$98,160
$101,346
$104,532
$107,718
$110,904
$114,090

INJURY ON OR
AFTER:
51 DEGREES
52 DEGREES
53 DEGREES
54 DEGREES
55 DEGREES
56 DEGREES
57 DEGREES
58 DEGREES
59 DEGREES
60 DEGREES
61 DEGREES
62 DEGREES
63 DEGREES
64 DEGREES
65 DEGREES
66 DEGREES
67 DEGREES
68 DEGREES
69 DEGREES
70 DEGREES
71 DEGREES
72 DEGREES
73 DEGREES
74 DEGREES
75 DEGREES
76 DEGREES
77 DEGREES
78 DEGREES
79 DEGREES
80 DEGREES
81 DEGREES
82 DEGREES
83 DEGREES
84 DEGREES
85 DEGREES
86 DEGREES
87 DEGREES
88 DEGREES
89 DEGREES
90 DEGREES
91 DEGREES
92 DEGREES
93 DEGREES
94 DEGREES
95 DEGREES
96 DEGREES
97 DEGREES
98 DEGREES
99 DEGREES
100 DEGREES

7/1/14

7/1/15

7/1/16

$104,712
$108,399
$112,086
$115,773
$119,460
$123,147
$126,834
$130,521
$134,208
$137,895
$141,582
$145,269
$148,956
$152,643
$156,330
$160,017
$163,704
$167,391
$171,078
$174,765
$178,452
$182,139
$185,826
$189,513
$193,200
$196,887
$200,574
$204,261
$207,948
$211,635
$215,322
$219,009
$222,696
$226,383
$230,070
$233,757
$237,444
$241,131
$244,818
$248,505
$252,192
$255,879
$259,566
$263,253
$266,940
$270,627
$274,314
$278,001
$281,688
$285,375

$111,438
$115,311
$119,184
$123,057
$126,930
$130,803
$134,676
$138,549
$142,422
$146,295
$150,168
$154,041
$157,914
$161,787
$165,660
$169,533
$173,406
$177,279
$181,152
$185,025
$188,898
$192,771
$196,644
$200,517
$204,390
$208,263
$212,136
$216,009
$219,882
$223,755
$227,628
$231,501
$235,374
$239,247
$243,120
$246,993
$250,866
$254,739
$258,612
$262,485
$266,358
$270,231
$274,104
$277,977
$281,850
$285,723
$289,596
$293,469
$297,342
$301,215

$118,150
$122,210
$126,270
$130,330
$134,390
$138,450
$142,510
$146,570
$150,630
$154,690
$158,750
$162,810
$166,870
$170,930
$174,990
$179,050
$183,110
$187,170
$191,230
$195,290
$199,350
$203,410
$207,470
$211,530
$215,590
$219,650
$223,710
$227,770
$231,830
$235,890
$239,950
$244,010
$248,070
$252,130
$256,190
$260,250
$264,310
$268,370
$272,430
$276,490
$280,550
$284,610
$288,670
$292,730
$296,790
$300,850
$304,910
$308,970
$313,030
$317,090

WEEKLY COMPENSATION FOR DISABILTY IN INDIANA

Date of Injury

Minimum
AWW

2/3 Minimum
AWW

Maximum
AWW

2/3 Maximum
AWW

On or after
7/1/99
On or after
7/1/00
On or after
7/1/01
On or after
7/1/02
On or after
7/1/06
On or after
7/1/07
On or after
7/1/08
On or after
7/1/09
On or after
7/1/10
On or after
7/1/14
On or after
7/1/15
On or after
7/1/16

$75

$50

$732

$488

Maximum
Compensation
(TTD, TPD,
PTD, PPI)
$244,000

$75

$50

$762

$508

$254,000

$75

$50

$822

$548

$274,000

$75

$50

$882

$588

$294,000

$75

$50

$900

$600

$300,000

$75

$50

$930

$620

$310,000

$75

$50

$954

$636

$318,000

$75

$50

$975

$650

$325,000

$75

$50

$975

$650

$325,000

$75

$50

$1,040

$693.37

$347,000

$75

$50

$1,170

$780.04

$390,000

$75

$50

$1,105

$736.70

$368,000

AWW-Average Weekly Wage
TTD-Temporary Total Disability
TPD-Temporary Partial Disability
PTD-Permanent Total Disability
PPI-Permanent Partial Impairment
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I. THE INDIANA WORKER’S COMPENSATION ACT
A. COVERED EMPLOYEES AND EMPLOYERS
The Indiana Worker’s Compensation Act (the “Act”) applies to all employers and employees where
an “Indiana employment” is involved. An Indiana employment generally exists where there is a contract
for the performance of services in the State of Indiana, involving either an Indiana employer or an employee
who is a resident of Indiana. If an Indiana employment relationship exists, the Act will apply even though
the injury occurs while the employee is working outside of Indiana. If a question arises as to whether an
employer-employee relationship exists, the courts weigh a number of factors (none of which is dispositive);
these factors include: (1) right to discharge; (2) mode of payment; (3) supplying tools or equipment; (4)
belief of the parties in the existence of an employer-employee relationship; (5) control over the means used
in the results reached; (6) length of employment; and (7) establishment of the work boundaries. GKN Co.
v. Magness, 744 N.E.2d 397 (Ind. 2001).
The Indiana Worker’s Compensation Act does not apply to certain railroad employees, nor does it
apply to individuals who are members of a fire department or police department of any municipality unless
the municipality elects to come within the provisions of the Act and purchases worker’s compensation
insurance. In addition, the Act does not apply to “casual laborers,” farm or agricultural employees, or
household employees. The Act provides limited benefits for student workers.
An employee is considered a “casual laborer” if the employee is both casual and not in the usual
course of the trade or business of the employer. The Indiana Worker’s Compensation Board has historically
displayed a reluctance to exclude an employee from coverage under the Act by finding him to be a casual
employee.
Volunteers are also generally excluded from the Act, unless a volunteer is categorized as a rostered
volunteer, who may be entitled to medical benefits only—or unless the employer voluntarily provides
coverage. Ind. Code §22-3-2-2.1; §22-3-2-2.3.
The Act allows certain individuals traditionally regarded as employers or independent contractors
to elect coverage as employees under the Act. Upon service of written notice to the insurance carrier and
the Board, partners in a partnership, managers in a limited liability company, and sole proprietors may elect
coverage under the Act if they are actually engaged in the business of the entity. Ind. Code §22-3-6-1(b)(4),
(5), and (9). A partner, manager, or sole proprietor is not considered an employee of the respective entity
until notice is received. The executive officers of a corporation are regarded as employees and do not need
to make any election. However, an executive officer who is the sole officer of a corporation may opt out
of coverage under the policy. If this is the case, the officer must serve the carrier and the Board with written
notice, and is considered an employee until the notice is received. Ind. Code §22-3-6-1(b)(1). Certain
owner-operators of trucks engaged in interstate commerce may also elect coverage under a motor carrier’s
policy or its self-insurance program if the owner-operators pay the premiums as requested by the motor
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carrier. Ind. Code §22-3-6-1(b)(8). On the other hand, real estate agents paid by commission qualify as
independent contractors and not employees. Ind. Code §22-3-6-1(b)(6).
An independent contractor is not an employee, and therefore is not covered under the Act. In
determining whether a particular individual is an independent contractor, the Worker’s Compensation
Board examines the nature and duration of the services provided to the hiring party or contractor, as well
as the extent to which the independent contractor can actually be said to have been maintaining his own
business. The parties’ belief that an employee-employer relationship exists must also be considered. Where
an independent contractor performs services exclusively or primarily for a single customer and has little or
no capital investment in his independent contracting business (no separate office, no significant equipment,
etc.), the Worker’s Compensation Board will generally conclude that the individual is an employee, and
not an independent contractor. In the simplest cases, such as hiring someone to mow a lawn or do painting
work, the decision regarding independent contractor or employee status usually turns on who provided the
tools, equipment or supplies: if the worker provided them, he will probably be considered an independent
contractor; if the employer provided them, the worker may be considered by the Board to be an employee.

Another factor for consideration may be how the wages are reported.
Employers subject to the Act are required to post a notice in their place of business informing
employees about worker’s compensation. The notice must be posted in a conspicuous location at the
employer’s place of business which gives reasonable notice to all employees. An employer who fails to
comply is subject to a schedule of penalties of $50.00 for the first violation, $150.00 for the second,
unrelated violation, and $300.00 for the third or subsequent unrelated violation. Ind. Code §22-3-2-22;
§22-3-4-15.
B. COVERED INJURIES
To claim benefits under the Act, an employee or his dependents must establish that the employee
sustained personal injury or death “by accident arising out of and in the course of the employment.” Ind.
Code §22-3-2-2.
1. “By Accident”
The Indiana Supreme Court has held that an employee would be considered to have sustained an
injury “by accident” as long as the injury was the unexpected result of performing the work duties. Evans
v. Yankeetown Dock Corp., 491 N.E.2d 969 (Ind. 1986). Thus, an employee who strains his back while
unloading a truck would be deemed to have sustained an injury by accident, even though no unusual or
unexpected event had precipitated his injury. It is not necessary that the employee show some specific
incident caused the employee’s injury; rather, it is sufficient to show that the employee’s activities over an
extended period of time ultimately caused the injury. See, Evans, 491 N.E.2d 969 (Ind. 1986). Indiana
courts have confirmed that where a particular injury is expected (e.g., the employee expected to have sore
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muscles after some particularly strenuous activity), his injuries might not be considered to have occurred
“by accident,” and benefits under the Act may be denied.
2. “Arising Out of and in the Course of the Employment”
Indiana courts have held that the phrase “in the course of” requires that the injury arise during the
period of the employment, and that the phrase “arising out of” requires that the injury was caused by the
employment. For example, it is not sufficient for the employee to show that she first noticed symptoms of
her condition (such as arthritis or a ruptured disc) while she was at work. Instead, the employee is required
to demonstrate that her work activities actually caused the particular condition.
The “in the course of employment” requirement involves the nature of the activities performed by
the employee and the employer’s control over the location of and means for performance of those activities.
As a general rule, the Indiana Worker’s Compensation Board has held that an injury which occurs while an
employee is traveling to or from work does not arise out of or in the course of the employment. However,
exceptions have been recognized in cases where: (1) the employee is being compensated for his travel time;
(2) the employee is required to use his vehicle in connection with his work; or (3) the employee does not
have a fixed place of employment or otherwise qualifies as a “travelling employee.” In addition, Indiana
appellate courts have held that an employer has a duty to provide its employees with safe ingress and egress
to the workplace, such that injuries occurring on entrance ways, sidewalks, or parking lots under the
employer’s control may be compensable unless the risk of injury was solely personal or idiosyncratic.

Clemans v. Wishard Mem. Hosp., 727 N.E. 2d 1084 (Ind. Ct. App. 2004).
3. Defenses/Affirmative Defenses to Worker’s Compensation Claims
The following is a checklist of some of the principal defenses to worker’s compensation claims
under Indiana law:
1.

Is the claimant an “employee?”

2.

Is the employee exempt (certain railroad employees, members of fire or police
departments who are members of the pension funds, unless the common council elects
otherwise, casual laborers, farm or agricultural employees, or household employees)?

3.

Was the injury a result of an “accident arising out of and in the course of the
employment?”

4.

Was notice of the injury given to or knowledge obtained by the employer within thirty
days of the injury or death? If not, did an actual prejudice result from the lack of notice?

5.

Was the injury caused by “the employee’s knowingly self-inflicted injury?”

6.

Was the injury caused by the employee’s “intoxication?”

7.

Was the injury caused by the employee’s “commission of an offense” (felony or
misdemeanor)?

8.

Was the injury caused by the employee’s “knowing failure to use a safety appliance?”
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9.

Was the injury caused by the employee’s “knowing failure to obey a reasonable written
or printed rule of the employer which has been posted in a conspicuous position in the
place of work?”

10.

Was the injury caused by the employee’s “knowing failure to perform any statutory
duty?”

11.

Was the injury caused by the employee’s “willful intention to injure another?”

12.

Is there an unjustified refusal of a partially disabled employee to accept suitable
employment?

13.

Is there an unjustified refusal of an employee to accept reasonable medical care
authorized by the employer?

14.

Was a claim for compensation filed with the Worker’s Compensation Board within:
a)

2 years of the accident or death;

b)

2 years from the last day for which compensation was paid for an alleged
change in condition?

15.

Is there a prior compromise settlement agreement?

16.

Has the employee received settlement or judgment proceeds from a third party who
caused the compensable injuries?

Despite an otherwise compensable injury, these defenses may serve to bar an employee’s claim.
Indiana Code §22-3-2-8 bars compensation for 8 specific affirmative defenses. These include an injury or
death due to his knowing failure to obey a reasonable written or printed rule of the employer which has
been posted in a conspicuous position in the place of work. When asserting an affirmative defense, the
burden of proof is on the employer, and the evidence must show that the defense asserted was the proximate
cause of the injury in question. In other words, the injury must have been caused by the employee’s action
or inaction as alleged by the defense. Further, because the affirmative defenses serve to deny benefits in
an otherwise compensable claim, the employer’s standard of proof is strict, and the Board has historically
been reluctant to deny compensation without substantial evidence of the statutory violation.
C. THE WORKER’S COMPENSATION BOARD
1. Composition
The Worker’s Compensation Board of Indiana, formerly known as the Industrial Board of Indiana,
is composed of seven (7) members: one chairperson and six hearing members, each appointed by the
Governor. Not more than four (4) members can belong to the same political party. Each hearing member
serves for four (4) years and until the member’s successor is appointed and qualified. Each hearing member
hears and decides disputed cases between employees and employers within a particular geographic district.
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For example, one hearing member adjudicates cases venued in Marion County (Indianapolis) and Hamilton
County, but no other counties.
The Ombudsman Division of the Worker’s Compensation Board attempts to resolve certain
disputes through informal contacts between employees and employers or more commonly, the worker’s
compensation insurance carriers or third party administrators. The Ombudsman Division also oversees the
selection of independent medical examiners under the procedure for termination of temporary total
disability benefits set forth in Indiana Code §22-3-3-7 and has added a compliance officer whose function
is to ensure statutory compliance and levy penalties for non-compliance.
2. Procedure
When an employee’s injury is reported to the employer, the employer and, if applicable, its carrier
is required to prepare and file a First Report of Injury/Illness (State Form 34401). Where a dispute arises
between the injured employee and the employer or its carrier, the employee must file an Application for
Adjustment of Claim with the Board to litigate the dispute. Filing of the Application will result in the case
being assigned to a hearing member. Some hearing members hold periodic pre-trial conferences to monitor
the progress of cases.
Although the Act contemplates that cases will be scheduled for hearing in the county of injury,
many hearing members consolidate cases from several counties into a regional hearing location. The
hearing members prefer to hear a case only when all issues are ready for determination. Consequently,
continuances are common. A party requesting a continuance should do so more than 10 days in advance
of the hearing.
If the case is not settled, the hearing member will conduct a hearing at which the parties may present
evidence. The hearing member may also request or agree to consider proposed fact-findings and legal
conclusions or trial briefs. The hearing member will take the matter under consideration and issue a
decision. Recently, the Board has implemented a rule that any case that has been pending for three years
or more must be adjudicated and will generally not be permitted further continuances.
A party adversely affected by the hearing member’s decision may request that the Full Worker’s
Compensation Board review that decision by filing an Application for Review by the Full Board within 30
days of the issue date of the decision. Ind. Code §22-3-4-7. The Full Board is comprised of all six hearing
members and the chairperson.
Although the Full Board hearing is a de novo hearing, the Full Board usually does not allow new
or additional evidence to be introduced. Instead, the Full Board hears argument from each party. To
preserve issues for appellate review, a party must raise those issues before the Full Board. This is best
accomplished by submitting a brief or proposed findings and conclusions.
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A party dissatisfied with the Full Board’s decision must initiate an appeal to the Court of Appeals
within 30 days of the Full Board’s decision by filing a notice of appeal. Appeals are now fully governed
by the Indiana Rules of Appellate Procedure.
3. Rules of the Board
The rules governing the Worker’s Compensation Board appear in 631 Indiana Administrative Code
§§1-1-2 through 31. The rules reflect the Board’s preference for the expeditious presentation of evidence
at hearings. For example, the Board encourages the parties to prepare written stipulations and to submit
evidence by deposition. The Board has also adopted Trial Rules 26 through 37 of the Indiana Rules of
Procedure which govern discovery.
4. Jurisdiction and Multi-State Claims
The Indiana Act has perhaps one of the broadest geographic coverages of any Worker’s
Compensation Act in the United States. If an “Indiana employment” is involved, the Board has jurisdiction
over claims for injuries arising in another state and even foreign countries. Ind. Code §22-3-2-20. For
example, an employee of an Indiana trucking company injured out of state may be awarded Indiana benefits.
The receipt of Indiana benefits does not prevent the employee from seeking benefits (usually higher) in
another state, which may also exercise its jurisdiction. Whether another state’s worker’s compensation act
applies may depend on its particular statutory requirements. A few even deny coverage to employees who
have received benefits under another state’s system. Generally, the government agency administering a
state’s worker’s compensation act has a sufficient interest over a claim where one or more of the following
circumstances involve that state:
1.

The place where the injury occurred;

2.

The place where the employment contract was made;

3.

The place where the employment relation existed;

4.

The place where the employer is located;

5.

The place where the employee resides; and

6.

The state whose compensation act the parties adopted by contract.

Another state may not necessarily honor an employment agreement under which the employee agreed to
accept Indiana benefits to the exclusion of benefits from other states. Cases involving multi-state claims
require a careful analysis of the worker’s compensation acts of the states involved.
D. AVAILABLE BENEFITS
Assuming an employee has a compensable injury under the Indiana Worker’s Compensation Act,
he may be entitled to several different types of benefits including:
1.

Medical services;

2.

Temporary total disability/temporary partial disability benefits;
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3.

Permanent total disability benefits;

4.

Permanent partial impairment benefits;

5.

Death benefits;

6.

Attorney’s fees or damages for bad faith or lack of due diligence.
1. Medical Services
Indiana Code §22-3-3-4
a. General Obligation

Indiana Code §22-3-3-4 provides that after an injury and prior to an adjudication of permanent
impairment, the employer shall furnish to the employee an attending physician for the treatment of his or
her injuries, and such surgical, hospital, and nursing services and supplies as the physician or the Worker’s
Compensation Board may deem necessary. To this end, because the attending physician determines the
necessary course of treatment for any particular injury, the Board has recently adopted the position wherein
it expects the employer to address the recommended course of treatment. Young v. Marling, 900 N.E. 30
(Ind. Ct. App. 2009).
The employee is not free to elect at the employer’s expense additional treatment from physicians
other than those tendered by the employer. The employee may make such an election only if there is an
emergency, the employer has failed to provide services deemed necessary, or any other “good reason”
exists. If the unauthorized treatment falls within one of these exceptions, the employer may then be required
to pay the reasonable costs of those services and supplies. Ind. Code §22-3-3-4(d).
The Board has the authority to withhold approval of fees for medical services of the attending
physician until that physician files a report with the Board. Ind. Code §22-3-3-5. In a dispute with a
medical provider whose services were authorized, the employer bears the burden of showing that it has paid
according to the Act’s criteria. Wash. Twp. Fire Dept. v. Beltway Surgery Ctr., 911 N.E.2d 590 (Ind. Ct.
App. 2009). [Provider fee disputes, including the new reimbursement rates for medical facilities, are
discussed in more detail in Section K.]
A decision of the Indiana Supreme Court complicated issues of unauthorized medical treatment.
In Daugherty v. Industrial Contracting & Erecting, 802 N.E.2d 912 (Ind. 2004), the Supreme Court
addressed whether some of the injured employee’s care was unauthorized. The Court fashioned a new,
three-part test under which unauthorized medical services may be awarded. The Court determined that
injured employees undertake substantial risk in obtaining unauthorized care without requesting a Board
hearing to address the matter. However, in rare exceptions, where there is: (1) notice to the employer that
the employee needs treatment; (2) the employee has pain symptoms and they are the basis for his request
for additional care; and (3) the treatment is reasonable and necessary and results in improvement, the
treatment may be compensated.
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An employer may be required to pay compensable medical expenses even if those expenses have
been paid by another source such as a group health insurance. See e.g., Sears Roebuck & Co. v. Murphy,
508 N.E.2d 825 (Ind. Ct. App. 1987). In settlement of claims, employees sometimes waive their right to
be reimbursed for medical expenses which have already been paid by other insurance. This assumes, of
course, that the health insurance carrier has not asserted a lien in the proceedings. If medical expenses are
inadvertently authorized on a disputed claim, it is difficult to recover payments.
The employer must reimburse the employee for work time lost in treatment and travel to authorized
medical care. Ind. Code §22-3-3-4(a).
For accidents arising out of and in the course of employment and which result in loss or damage to
an artificial member, brace, an implant, eyeglasses, prosthodontics, or other medically prescribed device,
the employer must repair the damaged device or provide a reasonably equivalent replacement. Employers
remain responsible for providing the first prosthetic or medically prescribed device made necessary by the
injury. Replacement of a prosthetic device necessitated by normal wear and tear is not the employer’s
obligation. The employee can make application to the Second Injury Fund for replacement devices.
b. Duration
Reasonable authorized and necessary medical expenses are payable during the employee’s
disability and are subject to the rules for reimbursement under Indiana Code §§22-3-3-5 and 5.2. After the
employee’s injury reaches a permanent and quiescent state, the obligation to pay medical expenses becomes
more limited. At that point, the employer is only obligated to pay those medical expenses which are
necessary to limit or reduce the extent of impairment. Ind. Code §22-3-3-4.
In Indiana it is possible for the Board to award future medical services, and the Indiana courts have
established a long line of cases upholding the statutory provision allowing for future medical treatment.
These decisions have included upholding awards for palliative care to prevent pain and discomfort as well
as awards for future nursing care. See, Grand Lodge Free & Accepted Masons v. Jones, 590 N.E. 2d 653
(Ind. Ct. App. 1992) (affirming an award for future expenses for the cost of a TENS unit). See also, Talas
v. Correct Piping Co., 435 N.E.2d 22 (Ind. 1982) (awarding continuing nursing care for a quadriplegic).
The Indiana courts have also upheld awards ordering prospective, non-curative relief which included
remodeling the employee’s home. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. v. Kilburne, 477 N.E.2d 345 (Ind. Ct.
App. 1985). In reaching these decisions, the court reasoned that the prospective relief would limit the
extent or effect of the impairment, or would protect against a worsening of the physical condition and
against future medical complications. In addition to the line of cases upholding awards for future treatment,
the Indiana courts have held that it is within the Board’s discretion to allow future medical treatment in
perpetuity. See, Bloomington Hospital v. Stofko, 705 N.E.2d 515 (Ind. Ct. App. 1999).
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Even if the Board does not award future medical services, an employee can seek modification of
previous awards by the Board to attain further medical services as long as the employee does so within the
two-year statutory period from the last date for which compensation was paid under the award. Ind. Code
§22-3-3-27.
The employer may also discontinue paying medical expenses if the employee refuses medical
treatment tendered by the employer. Ind. Code §22-3-3-4(c).

Depending on whether the employer is

suspending or terminating the benefits, the appropriate State Form should be utilized. State Form 54217
now provides for suspension of medical and temporary total disability benefits when a number of certain
circumstances occur; State Form 38911 should be used if the benefits are to be terminated. Suspending the
benefits usually implies that benefits will be reinstated if the employee takes certain action, such as where
the employee resumes compliance with authorized care. In cases where the choice between termination
versus suspension is not entirely clear, the employer may want to consider use of both forms.
2. Temporary Total Disability Benefits
Indiana Code §22-3-3-7
a. Commencement of Temporary Total Disability Benefits
Indiana Code §22-3-3-7 provides that temporary total disability (TTD) or temporary partial
disability (TPD) shall begin with the eighth day of such disability and that compensation shall be allowed
for the first seven calendar days only if the disability continues for longer than 21 days. It is generally held
that the first seven days of disability need not be continuous in order for benefits to become payable.
The first weekly installment of temporary total disability benefits is due 14 days after the disability
begins. The employer or its insurance carrier must provide the employee or the employee’s dependents a
compensation agreement on the Board prescribed form (State Form 1043) not later than 15 days from the
date that the first installment of compensation is due. If the employer denies liability, the employer must
inform the Board and the employee or the employee’s dependents in writing on the Board prescribed form
(State Form 53914) of the denial. The Notice of Denial of Benefits must be mailed not later than 30 days
after the employer’s knowledge of the claimed injury. Upon notice and hearing, the employer is subject to
civil penalties under Indiana Code §22-3-4-15 for failure to comply with this section. The Board may waive
the penalty if the employer establishes that a delay of not more than 30 days was caused by an inability to
obtain medical information necessary to determine the employer’s liability. Upon timely written request
on the appropriate Board form (State Form 48557), the Board may grant an additional 60 days where a
determination of liability cannot be made in the initial 30-day period. Extensions beyond the 60 days must
be based on “extraordinary circumstances.”
b. Computation of Temporary Total Disability Benefits
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Indiana Code §22-3-3-8 provides the formulas for computing temporary total disability benefits.
For injuries occurring on and after July 1, 1976, the employee is entitled to 66 2/3% of his average weekly
wage for a period not to exceed 500 weeks.
Indiana Code §22-3-6-1 provides that average weekly wage means earnings of the injured
employee in the employment the employee was working at the time of the injury during the 52-week period
immediately preceding the date of the injury divided by 52. If the employee was not employed for the
entire 52 weeks or lost seven or more calendar days during the period, Indiana Code §22-3-6-1 provides
directions for computing the employee’s average weekly wage. If the employee lost seven or more calendar
days during the period, the average weekly wage is determined by taking his earnings for the remainder of
this 52 weeks and dividing that amount by the number of weeks and parts thereof remaining after the time
lost is deducted. If the employee was not employed for 52 weeks, then his average weekly wage is his total
wages earned during the period worked divided by the number of weeks worked, if the determination is fair
to both parties. Furthermore, if the time worked by the employee is short and it is difficult to compute the
average weekly wage, regard is given to the average weekly amount earned by a person in the same employ
with the same employer 52 weeks prior to the injury.
Indiana Code §22-3-3-22 provides further limitations for the average weekly wage which will be
used in computing temporary total disability benefits, temporary partial disability benefits, and permanent
and total disability benefits. Those limitations are maximums and minimums and are dependent on the time
period in which the injury occurred. If an employee’s average weekly wage is higher than the set maximum,
the employee would not receive benefits based on his average weekly income, but based on 66 2/3% of the
statutory maximum amount.
For example, for an injury occurring on or after July 1, 2006 and before July 1, 2007, the maximum
average weekly wage was $900.00 and the minimum was $75.00. If an employee’s average weekly wage
as defined by Indiana Code §22-3-6-1 was $950.00, the employee would be entitled to 66 2/3% of $900.00.
If an employee’s average weekly wage was $45.00, he would receive $45.00 because an employee shall
not receive weekly compensation which exceeds his average weekly wage.
c. Termination of Temporary Total Disability Benefits
Indiana Code §22-3-3-7 establishes criteria for the termination of temporary total disability
benefits. Once begun, temporary total disability benefits may be terminated automatically by the employer
only if:
1.

The employee has returned to any employment;

2.

The employee has died;

3.

The employee has refused to undergo a medical examination;
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4.

The employee has refused to accept suitable employment (usually light duty) under
Indiana Code §22-3-3-11;

5.

The employee has received 500 weeks of temporary total disability benefits or has
been paid the maximum compensation allowed; or

6.

The employee is unable or unavailable to work for reasons unrelated to the
compensable injury.

This section also establishes the process for terminating benefits in other circumstances and for handling
disputes regarding termination. In all cases when an employer intends to terminate temporary total
disability benefits, an employer must notify the employee in writing of the employer’s intent to terminate
the payment of temporary total disability benefits on the Board’s Form 38911. If the employee disagrees
with the proposed termination, the employee must give written notice of disagreement to the Board and
employer within 7 days after receiving notice of intent to terminate benefits. Upon receiving a notice of
disagreement, the Board is required to attempt to resolve the disagreement. If unable to do so within 10
days upon receipt of the notice of disagreement, the Board must arrange immediately for evaluation of the
employee by an independent medical examiner. The examiner must be selected by mutual agreement of
the parties, or, if the parties are unable to agree, appointed by the Board. Two weeks of temporary total
disability benefits are also due to the employee. Temporary total disability benefits may then be terminated
if: 1) the independent medical examiner determines that the employee requires no further medical treatment,
is no longer temporarily disabled, or is still temporarily disabled but can return to employment that the
employer has made available; or 2) the employee fails or refuses to appear for the examination. If either
party disagrees with the independent medical examiner’s opinion, that party may apply for a hearing after
notifying the Board of the disagreement, preferably within 15 days of receipt of the medical examiner’s
report.
If the two weeks of temporary total disability benefits are paid, but the medical examiner determines
that the employee is no longer disabled, the overpayment may be deducted from any benefits due the
employee under Indiana Code §22-3-3-10 (permanent partial impairment). The employee is responsible
for paying any overpayment which cannot be deducted from benefits due. Ind. Code §22-3-3-7(e).
d. Temporary Total Disability Credit
Although the statutes governing temporary total disability benefits provide a maximum benefit of
500 weeks, the employer is also entitled to a credit for each dollar of temporary total disability benefits paid
beyond 125 weeks for accidents occurring after July 1, 1991, and that amount will be credited towards any
amount due for permanent partial impairment. Ind. Code §22-3-3-10. This credit does not allow the
employer to terminate the temporary total disability benefits after 125 weeks. It merely allows a credit
against permanent partial impairment benefits which are due.
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3. Board-Arranged Independent Medical Evaluations
Rights and Process
The Board is authorized to: (1) establish and maintain a list of independent medical examiners; (2)
create and undertake a program designed to educate and to provide assistance to employees and employers
regarding the rights and remedies under the Act; (3) provide for informal resolution of disputes; and (4)
assess and collect, on the Board’s own initiative or on the motion of a party, the penalties provided under
the Act.
An independent medical examination (IME) may be appointed if the employer and employee
disagree as to the employee’s readiness to return to work after an injury and no automatic basis for
terminating temporary total disability exists. The Board IME process is designed to be used only to
determine whether the employee remains disabled and requires more treatment. The process is not used to
resolve other types of disputes, such as a disagreement over a permanent partial impairment rating. Ind.
Code §22-3-3-7(c); Ind. Code §22-3-4-11.
After an employee is determined to be at maximum medical improvement, he is entitled to
notification by the employer that his benefits are being terminated based on his injury reaching a permanent
and quiescent state. If the employee disagrees with the proposed termination, the employee can use the
Form 38911 to request an independent medical examination. The Form must be mailed to the Board within
7 days of the receipt by the employee. Ind. Code §22-3-3-7(c).
The physician conducting the IME will be chosen from a list of specialists maintained by the Board.
The Board usually orders the employer/insurance carrier to provide two weeks of TTD payments to the
employee and pay for the IME. The independent medical examiner will be asked to provide a written
opinion as to the employee’s condition. Based on the IME findings, the Board will notify the parties
whether the employee is determined to be able to return to work or whether the employee should receive
continued disability payments and additional treatment. If the employee is able to return to work or requires
no further treatment, the employer is entitled to credit for the two weeks of temporary total disability
benefits it was required to pay at the time the IME was scheduled. If the employee is determined to be
unable to return to work and requires additional treatment, the employee’s temporary total disability
payments should be brought up to date and continued until the employee is determined to be at maximum
medical improvement.
If either party objects to the independent medical examiner’s opinion, a hearing may be requested
before the Board after notice of the disagreement is provided within 15 days after receipt of the IME report.
Because IMEs are frequently requested for reasons not authorized by statute, the employer can file an
objection with the Board prior to the scheduling of the examination so that the issue can be addressed before
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the hearing member. At times, however, the employer may voluntarily agree to the IME, but enters into an
interim agreement stating that it is not statutorily bound to provide the examination. Such an agreement
may demonstrate a good faith effort to resolve disputes.
4. Report of Claim Status, Form 38911
The State Form 38911 was adopted for use by the Worker’s Compensation Board in 1991 following
extensive changes to the Worker’s Compensation Act; most noticeably as a creation of the independent
medical examination (IME) process.
The Form has undergone several revisions in recent years. State Form 38911 used to be an
expansion of the Memorandum of Compensation Payments Form originally issued by the Worker’s
Compensation Board to satisfy the requirements of Indiana Code §22-3-3-7 that provide for reporting claim
payments to the Board at the end of a claim. The Form is still used for that purpose, but was expanded into
a multi-purpose form in order to eliminate duplicate reporting requirements under various statutory
provisions.
Recent decisions of the Indiana Court of Appeals have stressed the importance of timely service of
the State Form 38911 at various stages during claims administration. This includes each time an employee’s
temporary disability benefits are impacted.

The Form’s most important function is to furnish advance

notice of temporary total disability benefits termination so that injured employees may engage the IME
process on a timely basis. The Board’s expectation that notice of termination of benefits by Form 38911
should include payment of 4 days of additional benefits has been somewhat controversial. Failure to serve
the form can result in ongoing exposure under the case law.
5. Temporary Partial Disability Benefits
Indiana Code §22-3-3-9
Indiana Code §22-3-3-9 provides that temporary partial disability (TPD) benefits will be paid in an
amount equal to 66 2/3% of the difference between the employee’s average weekly wage before the injury
and the weekly wage at which he returned to work. The maximum and minimum average weekly wages
for determining temporary partial disability are governed by Indiana Code §22-3-3-22 and are therefore the
same as the maximum and minimum used in determining temporary total disability.
a. Eligibility for Benefits
Several different circumstances may arise that will require an employer to determine whether
temporary partial disability compensation is payable:
1.

If post-injury earnings are greater than pre-injury earnings, no temporary partial
disability compensation is payable.

2.

If post-injury earnings are the same as pre-injury earnings, no temporary partial
disability compensation is payable.
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3.

If post-injury earnings are less than pre-injury earnings but more than the statutory
maximum average weekly wage as fixed by Indiana Code §22-3-3-22, no
temporary partial disability compensation is payable.

4.

If post-injury earnings are less than pre-injury earnings and are less than the
statutory maximum amount fixed by Indiana Code §22-3-3-22, the employee may
be entitled to compensation.

To calculate the amount of compensation, the weekly wage of the post-injury temporary position
is subtracted from the average weekly wage before the injury; the benefit payable will be 66 2/3% of this
amount. The actual average weekly wage is not used if it exceeds the applicable statutory maximum defined
by Indiana Code §22-3-3-22. The calculation is made on a weekly basis so, an employee’s eligibility for
temporary partial disability can vary from week to week.
Here are some examples to clarify the process using a date of injury between July 1, 1999 and June
30, 2000 with the statutory maximum weekly wage set at $732.00:
1.

If the employee’s average weekly wage was $600.00 prior to the accident and her
weekly wage was $700.00 afterward, there would be no temporary partial
disability compensation payable.

2.

If the employee’s average weekly wage was $800.00 prior to the accident, the
weekly wage afterward was $750.00, and the statutory average weekly wage
maximum was $732.00, there would be no temporary partial disability
compensation due.

3.

If the employee’s average weekly wage was $800.00 prior to the accident and the
weekly wage afterward was $500.00, the employee would be entitled to temporary
partial disability based on an average weekly wage figure of $732.00, because the
actual average weekly wage was greater than the statutory maximum.

The

employee would be entitled to two-thirds of the difference between the average
weekly wage “maximum” and the actual pay rate, i.e., two-thirds of the difference
between $732.00 and $500.00. This results in temporary partial disability benefits
of $154.67 calculated as follows: $732.00 - $500.00 = $232.00 x 66 2/3% =
$154.67 per week.
4.

If an employee’s average weekly wage was $500.00 before his accident and the
average weekly wage was $300.00 afterward, he is eligible for $133.34 per week;
i.e., $500.00 - $300.00 = $200.00 x 66 2/3% = $133.34 per week.
b. Termination of Benefits

Temporary partial disability benefits will end if:
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1.

The employee returns to the same average weekly wage he was making at the time
of the injury;

2.

The injury becomes permanent and quiescent; or

3.

The employee has received temporary partial disability benefits for 300 weeks
including the time which any temporary total disability benefits were received.

If an employer offers light duty work to an employee within the restrictions placed on the employee by a
physician, and the employee unreasonably refuses that light duty work, the employee will be barred from
receiving any compensation during the refusal period. The employer must give notice (Form 38911 or
Form 54217) to the employee explaining the effect of his refusal to accept light duty work. The employer
must also provide written notice of benefit termination when the employee’s condition reaches a permanent
and quiescent state. Using Form 38911 gives the employee the opportunity to request a Board IME if he
disputes the release. The Board also requires Form 38911 when terminating temporary partial disability
benefits.
6. Permanent Total Disability Benefits
Indiana Code §22-3-3-10
The employee carries the burden of proof in a claim for permanent total disability benefits.
Evidence that he is permanently and totally disabled from work must be consistent with an employee who
is unable to resume reasonable employment for the remainder of his life. Duncan v. George Moser Leather
Co., 408 N.E.2d 1332 (Ind. Ct. App. 1980). The reasonableness of the employee’s work opportunities is
measured by his physical and mental fitness and the availability of suitable work. The employee’s age,
education, and training, as well as his physical impairment will be important factors in determining whether
he is permanently and totally disabled.
Indiana Code §22-3-3-10(c) provides that for injuries occurring on and after July 1, 1991, the
employee shall receive permanent total disability benefits based on the same rate as his temporary total
disability benefits (66 2/3% of the average weekly wage, subject to statutory maximum).
Indiana Code §22-3-3-10 provides for 500 weeks of benefits for total permanent disability. In the
1997 Legislature, the Act was modified to make it clear that an injured employee is entitled to a maximum
of 500 weeks of any combination of temporary or permanent disability benefits, regardless of his wage rate.
Ind. Code §22-3-3-32. For injuries after July 1, 1998, the minimum award of permanent total disability is
$75,000.00. (The Act also provides that when an employee has sustained total permanent disability,

he is entitled to either the amount payable for impairment, or 500 weeks of compensation,
whichever amount is greater. Ind. Code §22-3-3-10. This is discussed in more detail in Section
D.8.).
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A permanent total disability award may be reduced by application of the apportionment statute, if
the employee had a pre-existing disability or impairment. Ind. Code §22-3-3-12. Evidence must include
vocational factors in addition to permanent partial impairment ratings. Bowles v. Griffin Industries, 798
N.E.2d 908 (Ind. Ct. App. 2003).
7. Permanent Partial Impairment Benefits
a. Computation Generally
When the employee’s injury becomes “permanent and quiescent” or reaches “maximum medical
improvement,” a physician can establish a permanent partial impairment rating. The Indiana Court of
Appeals has held that the employer’s obligation to provide medical treatment includes the initial
determination of permanent partial impairment. Memorial Hospital v. Szuba, 705 N.E.2d 519 (Ind. Ct.
App. 1999). The amount of permanent partial impairment benefits payable to an employee is calculated
pursuant to Indiana Code §22-3-3-10 which contains a schedule of specific values for certain body parts.
The rating used by the Board will be that given to the specific body part injured—the Board does not convert
the rating to the body as a whole as some physicians do under the AMA Guides to the Evaluation of
Permanent Partial Impairment. Whole-person ratings are used for back or neck injuries because there is
no specific value for the back in the Act. The Board also now expects whole person ratings for injuries to
the hip or shoulder.
A schedule of compensation was developed for injuries occurring on and after July 1, 1991 which
result in permanent partial impairment. The schedule is revised to reflect degrees of impairment and sets
the dollar amount to be paid per degree of impairment. A credit for temporary total disability benefits is
permitted only after 125 weeks.
Each classification of injury in the schedule has a corresponding degree of impairment for which
to calculate compensation. [The schedule of injuries appears in the Quick Reference section.] The
compensation scale of degrees of impairment varies depending on when the injury occurred. The Act also
provides a schedule for rates used for computing permanent partial impairment benefits. For injuries
occurring on or after July 1, 1997, benefits for impairments from loss by separation (amputation) are
doubled. [Examples for calculating permanent partial impairment benefits can be found in the Quick
Reference Section.]
Impairment for catastrophic injuries may exceed the compensation for permanent total disability—
the Board typically awards whichever is higher.
b. Computation for Multiple Losses
Although it is recognized that the loss of two digits of the hand or two limbs imposes a greater
impairment than the mere addition of the two separate impairments, the Indiana Worker’s Compensation
Act does not expressly provide values for all combinations of loss of digits and their phalanges or other
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multiple losses. However, the Board has adopted a formula for computing values for multiple losses of the
fingers. [This formula is available on the Board’s website, www.in.gov/wcb.]
In the case of multiple losses to other parts of the body, the Board will combine the two injuries
and arrive at a single impairment of the body as a whole. Coachman Industries v. Yoder, 422 N.E.2d 384
(Ind. Ct. App. 1981). The Board will not simply add up the degrees of impairment for each separate injury
but will determine the impairment to the body as a whole. One possible method which physicians can use
to combine two separate impairments to arrive at one impairment to the body as a whole is to use the
combined values chart found in the American Medical Association’s Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent
Impairment. The physician must change the impairments of the separate body parts to impairments to the
body as a whole and use the combined values chart to arrive at one single rating to the body as a whole.
[The combined values chart is found in the Quick Reference section.]
c. Pre-Existing Impairments
An employer is generally not responsible for an employee’s pre-existing permanent partial
impairment. Under the Act, where an employee’s pre-existing impairment not caused by the employment
combines with the impairment resulting from a subsequent compensable injury and renders the employee
either permanently totally disabled or permanently partially impaired to a greater degree than what would
have resulted from a subsequent injury alone, the Worker’s Compensation Board must apportion between
the two conditions. U.S. Steel Corp. v. Spencer, 655 N.E.2d 1243, 1246 (Ind. Ct. App. 1995); Ind. Code
§22-3-3-12. The employee bears the burden of establishing an apportionment between his work injury and
the pre-existing impairment. Anton v. Anton Interiors, 363 N.E.2d 1286 (Ind. Ct. App. 1977). The Court
of Appeals has cautioned that “merely common ailments” which do not rise to the level of permanent partial
impairment or would not naturally result in permanent total disability on their own will not prevent an
employer from bearing full responsibility for the injured employee’s condition following the work injury.
U.S. Steel Corp., 655 N.E.2d at 1246. An employer is also fully responsible for the aggravation, triggering,
or acceleration of a latent or dormant pre-existing condition.
8. Combination of Permanent Benefits
Under the Act, if an employee sustains total disability, either permanent or temporary, he is entitled
to a maximum of 500 weeks of disability benefits. Ind. Code §22-3-3-8. However, the Act also provides
that when an employee has sustained permanent total disability, he is entitled to either the amount payable
for impairment, or 500 weeks of compensation, whichever amount is greater. Ind. Code §22-3-3-10. A
credit can be taken for permanent partial impairment benefits paid against an award for permanent total
disability benefits.
A potential issue arises as to whether an employee may recover both permanent partial impairment
benefits and permanent total disability benefits at the same time. At least one case, Perez v. U.S. Steel
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Corp., 359 N.E.2d 925 (Ind. Ct. App. 1977), suggests that both types of benefits are recoverable at the same
time. However, in Covarubias v. Decatur Casting, 358 N.E.2d 174 (Ind. Ct. App. 1976), the court stated
that once the injury has stabilized to a permanent and quiescent state temporary disability ceases, and the
extent of permanent impairment or total disability is determined. This suggests that after an employee’s
condition is permanent, he or she is entitled to either impairment or permanent disability benefits.
Although Covarubias indicates both permanent partial impairment and permanent total disability
are not payable at the same time, there is case authority that the Board may award permanent total disability
benefits after an adjudication of permanent partial impairment as was done in Duncan v. George Moser
Leather Co., 408 N.E.2d 1332 (Ind. Ct. App. 1980). In that situation, the impairment benefits paid serve
as a credit against permanent total disability benefits. The only upper limit on an additional award for
permanent total disability benefits would be the maximum allowable benefits found in Indiana Code §223-3-22.
9. Death Benefits
Indiana Code §§22-3-3-16 to -19
The term “death benefits” refers to compensation payable where the employee is accidentally killed
or where he or she dies after a work injury. Maximum benefits payable for an accidental death equal 500
weeks. Funeral and burial expenses for an employee’s death from an accidental injury are capped at
$7,500.00. Ind. Code §22-3-3-21. According to Indiana Code §22-3-3-17, when an accidental death results
from an injury within 500 weeks, there shall be paid to the total dependents weekly compensation
amounting to 66 2/3% of the deceased’s average weekly wage as defined by Indiana Code §22-3-3-22 until
the compensation paid, when added to the compensation paid to the deceased employee, equals 500 weeks.
Indiana Code §2-3-3-16 provides that if an employee dies from a cause other than the injury for which he
was receiving compensation, and if he was entitled to compensation for a definite period under an award,
then the unpaid balance of that compensation shall be made to his dependents, up to 350 weeks for second
and third-class dependents, and 500 weeks for first-class dependents. Partial dependents (third class) are
entitled to compensation only if no other class of dependents exists.
Under Indiana Code §§22-3-3-18 and -19, presumptive dependents are entitled to death benefits to
the exclusion of total dependents-in-fact. Typically, presumptive dependents are the surviving spouse and
the employee’s children.

The presumptive dependents share equally in the weekly benefits.

The

employee’s children qualify if they are unmarried children under the age of 21 who were living with the
employee at the same time of his or her death. Ind. Code §22-3-3-19. Under that section, an unmarried
child not living with the parent-employee at the time of his or her death does not qualify as a presumptive
dependent unless “the laws of the state impose the obligation to support such unmarried child” on the
parent-employee. The Act also permits a physically or mentally incapacitated child over the age of 21 to
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qualify as a presumptive dependent in the event the parent-employee is obligated to support the child under
state law. A presumptive dependent’s eligibility terminates upon the earlier of: (1) the exhaustion of
benefits; (2) the marriage or death of that dependent; or (3) the attaining the age of 21 by a child-dependent.
In the event a surviving spouse is the sole remaining dependent, he or she is entitled upon remarriage to a
lump sum settlement equal to the smaller of 104 weeks of compensation or the compensation for the
remainder of the statutory maximum compensation period. There is no similar provision for a child who is
the sole surviving dependent. When a presumptive dependent no longer qualifies for benefits, the remaining
presumptive dependents share equally in the benefits. As a consequence, Section 19 makes difficult lumpsum settlements in cases involving multiple dependents (especially in “blended” families) because of the
uncertainty of each dependent’s continuing eligibility.
Total dependents-in-fact at the time of death share equally in compensation. The compensation
payable to partial dependents-in-fact is determined by calculating the proportion of the average amount
contributed weekly by the deceased to his dependents at the time of injury to the average weekly wage.
Ind. Code §22-3-3-18.
10. Bad Faith/Lack of Due Diligence Claims—Attorney Fees
a. Indiana Code §§22-3-4-12 and -12.1
Attorney fees are usually taken by the employee’s attorney from the compensation paid or awarded.
Pursuant to Indiana Code §22-3-4-12, the Act provides for a separate award of attorney’s fees where the
employer or its insurer has shown bad faith or acted with a lack of due diligence in adjusting and/or settling
a claim. The reason for a separate award is that the employee may not have incurred additional attorney’s
fees except for the bad faith acts of the employer. To collect fees under this section, the employee must
first request them from the Board and present evidence to substantiate them. The Board must then make
specific findings, reflecting its rationale for awarding bad faith attorney fees. Although an employer

must act with good faith and diligence in processing an employee’s claim for benefits, existence
of a good faith dispute precludes an award of penalties and attorney fees. Coachman Industries.,
Inc. v. Yoder, 422 N.E.2d 384 (Ind. Ct. App. 1981).
The 1997 amendments to the Act added a separate section under Indiana Code §22-3-4-12.1,
rendering claims of bad faith under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Board. The hearing member is
responsible for determining whether the employer, or the employer’s worker’s compensation administrator,
or the employer’s worker’s compensation carrier has acted with a lack of diligence, in bad faith, or has
committed an independent tort in adjusting or settling the claim for compensation. If the employee prevails,
an award of $500.00 to $20,000.00 may be entered for acts of bad faith under a claim, depending on the
degree of culpability of the employer/carrier and the actual damages sustained by the employee. The
attorney fees awarded in addition to bad faith costs are limited to 1/3 of the amount of the bad faith award.
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b. Bad Faith
The Indiana Supreme Court addressed bad faith claims in the case of Stump v. Commercial Union,
601 N.E.2d 327 (Ind. 1992). A cause of action was recognized for an independent tort claim that arose out
of claims handling. Following this case, the legislators took steps to include bad faith claims within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Board under Section 12.1. The Indiana Supreme Court has ruled that Section
12.1 does not violate the Indiana Constitution. Sims v. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co., 782 N.E.2d 345
(Ind. 2003). Consequently, the cause of action recognized in Stump can no longer be brought against an
employer, its carrier, or its administrator in a civil trial court.
The standards for sustaining the burden of proof in a bad faith claim are high. A review of Indiana
case law makes it clear that bad faith amounts to more than bad judgment or negligence; it involves a
conscious wrongdoing because of a dishonest or immoral purpose, and contemplates a state of mind with
ill will. Johnston v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., 667 N.E.2d 802 (Ind. Ct. App. 1996).
Although not worker’s compensation cases, a few civil cases help in determining the standard for a finding
of bad faith. In the case of Erie Ins. Co. v. Hickman by Smith, 622 N.E.2d 515 (Ind. 1993), the court
recognized a cause of action for tortious breach of an insurer’s duty to deal with the insured in good faith.
According to Nelson v. Jimmison, 634 N.E.2d 509 (Ind. Ct. App. 1994), the obligation of good faith includes
refraining from making an unfounded refusal to pay policy benefits, causing unfounded delay in making
payments, deceiving the insured, or exercising unfair advantage to pressure the insured into settlement. The
insurer does not necessarily breach its duty of good faith every time it erroneously denies an insurance
claim; a good faith dispute about the amount of the claim will not supply the basis for recovery. Even if it
is determined in a civil action that the insurer committed a breach of its duty to exercise good faith, punitive
damages are only awarded if there is clear and convincing evidence that the insurer acted with malice,
fraud, negligence, or malfeasance, and not the result of mistake or human failing.
Prior to the 1997 amendments, attorney fees related to claims for bad faith were addressed in cases
where gross negligence and denial of medical benefits caused increased injury (employer has duty to
provide care and employee must rely on employer to authorize treatment before foreseeability of harm is
reasonable). The issue was also addressed in cases of fraud where the employer allegedly represented facts
it knew were false and the employee detrimentally relied on the facts to his harm. Coachman Ind., Inc. v.
Yoder, 422 N.E.2d 384 (Ind. Ct. App. 1981); see also, Baker v. American States Ins. Co., 428 N.E.2d 1342
(Ind. Ct. App. 1981). It is not anticipated that the standards for bad faith will change.
c. Lack of Due Diligence
The standard for assessing fees for lack of due diligence is less stringent than that for bad faith. To
act with a lack of due diligence requires no conscious wrongdoing by the employer or carrier, but is a failure
to exercise the attention and care that a prudent person would exercise. To act with a lack of due diligence
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is to act negligently. E. Alliance Ins. Grp. v. Howell, 929 N.E.2d 922 (Ind. Ct. App. 2010). For a finding
of lack of due diligence there must be some evidence that the employer or carrier failed to exercise the
attention and care that a prudent actor would have exercised.
Denying a claim which is later found to be compensable by the Board does not by itself amount to
a lack of due diligence. To determine whether an employer or insurance carrier has acted with a lack of
due diligence the Board will look at the reasonableness of the investigation into the employee’s claim, the
communication between the parties, and the reasonableness of the determination of liability.
Documentation establishing the investigation made into an employee’s claim can often be the best evidence
to defend against a claim of lack of due diligence. It is also important to avoid unnecessary delays in claims
handling, especially where medical treatment is needed or disability benefits are unquestionably owed.
E. SECOND INJURY FUND
Absent special provisions under the Indiana Worker’s Compensation Act, employers would be
reluctant to employ individuals with existing disabilities for fear that a subsequent injury to the employee
might render the employer liable for permanent total disability benefits. To encourage the employment of
partially disabled individuals, the Indiana Worker’s Compensation Act created the Second Injury Fund. In
any case where, prior to the employment with the employer, an employee was totally deprived of the use
of an eye, a hand, a foot, or an entire limb and the employee subsequently sustains a work injury which
renders the employee permanently totally disabled, the employer is liable only for the benefits payable with
respect to the second injury, calculated as if the employee had not been suffering from the pre-existing
injury. The balance of the permanent total disability benefits are then paid from the Second Injury Fund.
Ind. Code §22-3-3-13.
An employee is also permitted to make application to the Second Injury Fund where the employee
exhausts the maximum benefits available to him or her under the general provisions of the Act, and the
employee can establish that he or she remains totally and permanently disabled.
The Fund may award benefits at the rate of 66 2/3% of the employee’s average weekly wages at
the time of the injury, payable at six-week intervals for a total of 150 weeks. If the employee remains
permanently and totally disabled after 150 weeks, he or she may reapply to the Fund. The Board may award
additional benefits for successive periods not to exceed 150 weeks each. Hearings are held to determine
eligibility for benefit extensions. The Second Injury Fund now pays for the replacement or repair of
prosthetics initially provided by the employer for work injuries. The repairs or replacement may be due to
medical necessity or normal wear and tear, but not in cases of abuse by the employee. The compensable
injury resulting in the prosthetic must have caused the amputation of a body part, the enucleation of an eye,
or the loss of natural teeth. This provision is available regardless of when the injury occurred, so long as
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the employee can prove that it was a compensable injury and that the prosthetic was received pursuant to a
prior award.
Every insurance carrier and self-insured employer is required to contribute an assessed amount to
the Second Injury Fund based on premium amounts and indemnity losses in the calendar year preceding
assessments. The Board is allowed to make an assessment whenever fund disbursements (the total amount
of all worker’s compensation paid to injured employees or their beneficiaries, exclusive of medical benefits)
exceed 135% of previous disbursements.
F. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS UNDER THE WORKER’S COMPENSATION ACT
1. Original Claim
Under Indiana Code §22-3-3-3, an injured employee’s right to compensation is forever barred
unless an application is filed within two years of the “occurrence of the accident,” or if death resulted within
two (2) years after employee’s death.
2. Reopening of a Claim
An injured employee may seek additional temporary total disability benefits, benefits for increased
permanent partial impairment, or medical services under Indiana Code §22-3-3-27 upon a showing of a
change in condition. To do so, the employee must establish that the condition represents a new, additional,
or previously undiscovered condition found after the acceptance of the impairment award.
For any application filed after March 22, 2006, the date that revisions to this section of the Act
took effect, the statute of limitations is two years from the last date for which compensation was paid. In
other words, applications for additional medical expenses, an increase in impairment benefits, and
additional disability benefits must be filed within two years from the last date for which compensation was
paid. Ind. Code §22-3-3-27.
All applications filed prior to March 22, 2006 are controlled by the Halteman Swim Club v
Duguid, 757 N.E.2d 1017 (Ind. Ct. App. 2001), which limited the reopening of claims for additional medical
benefits or increased permanent partial impairment to one year from the last date for which compensation
was paid.
G. SUBROGATION AND LIEN RIGHTS IN THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS
Indiana Code §22-3-2-13 permits an employee injured in the course of employment to pursue an
action against third parties who have a legal liability to pay damages as a result of the accidental injury or
death. The receipt of worker’s compensation benefits from the employer does not prevent the employee
from pursuing third parties who are “not in the same employ” as the employee.
Section 13 grants the employer or its worker’s compensation carrier a lien for worker’s
compensation benefits paid to or on behalf of the injured employee against any settlement or judgment
proceeds the employee receives from the third party claim. Where the employee receives proceeds from
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settlement or judgment, the employer or carrier, whichever paid the benefits, is entitled to recover its lien
less its pro rata share of the reasonable and necessary costs and expenses of asserting the third party claim
and 33 1/3% attorney fees to the employee’s attorney based on the amount of benefits repaid. In the event
no formal lawsuit was filed by the employee, the attorney fee is statutorily set for purposes of this Section
at 25%. The settlement or a satisfaction of judgment is not valid without the employer’s written consent
unless the employer has been indemnified or otherwise protected by a court order.
The employee is required to notify the employer or its carrier of the action within thirty days of the
third-party action being filed. The employer or its carrier may join in that action within ninety days after
receipt of notice to ensure that all orders of court after hearing and judgment are made for its protection. If
the employer or carrier fails to join in the required 90 day time period, it may move the trial court for
permission to intervene later. This sometimes occurs where the employee’s attorney has failed to keep the
employer or its carrier adequately informed of the status of the third-party action.
An injured employee’s settlement with the third party responsible for paying damages for the
injuries relieves the employer of all further obligation to provide worker’s compensation benefits. The
same holds true where there is a judgment in favor of the employee. Consequently, if the injured employee
obtains a judgment or secures a settlement in the third-party suit without having received any worker’s
compensation benefits, the employer has no worker’s compensation liability. In the event the employee
obtains a judgment for less than the employer or insurance carrier is liable under the Worker’s
Compensation Act, the employee may elect to either (1) collect the judgment and repay the employer or
insurance carrier; or (2) assign all rights under the judgment to the employer.
The employer’s lien against the settlement proceeds or judgment may be reduced by the percentage
of comparative fault or the uncollectibility of the judgment. Uncollectibility may arise where the third party
has low insurance policy limits or inadequate assets to pay the judgment or if the employee’s ability to
prosecute the third-party action is severely limited by his or her incapacity or terminal illness.
That the employee may have a difficult time proving liability does not render a judgment
uncollectible, but may present a practical reason for the employer or its carrier to reduce the lien to facilitate
a settlement and receive some return on the benefits paid. The employer or its carrier may waive its lien to
facilitate the settlement or to avoid assessment of any pro rata expenses.
Under Section 13, the employee has two years to initiate the third-party action. If that action is
dismissed, the employer or its worker’s compensation carrier has one year to initiate suit against a third
party liable for damages.

In that situation, the employer or its carrier may recover any worker’s

compensation benefits paid to or on behalf of the employee. If the employee fails to initiate a third-party
action within two years, the employer or its carrier becomes subrogated to the employee’s interest and may
initiate suit against the third party to recover the benefits paid to or on behalf of the employee.
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H. SPECIALIZED APPLICATIONS OF THE ACT
1. Aggravation of a Pre-Existing Injury
The rule is well established in Indiana that an employer takes its employees as it finds them, with
whatever latent weaknesses they may possess. Where a work injury aggravates a dormant or asymptomatic
pre-existing condition, the employer is liable for the full extent of the injury. The fact that another employee
would not have been injured in the same circumstances does not provide a defense.
It should be noted that the aggravation of a pre-existing latent condition is not the same as the
aggravation of an existing impairment or disability. Where the employee’s condition was symptomatic
before the aggravation, an impairment or disability was likely present. The employer may be able to avoid
liability by showing that the work caused no additional injury. If any additional injury can be identified
and attributed to the work, the employer may be liable for that additional injury. For example, if an
employee has previously been awarded benefits based upon a 15% permanent partial impairment of his leg,
and he sustains a subsequent injury in the course of his employment which increases that impairment to
20%, benefits for the subsequent injury are based only on the additional 5% impairment.
2. Complications
Indiana law is clear that an employer is responsible for all of the consequences and complications
which result from a work injury. This includes infections, allergic reactions, and even malpractice
committed by the treating physician. However, an injury subsequent to the work injury may break the
causal connection and relieve the employer of liability if the subsequent injury was not the natural result of
the original injury.
3. Workplace Falls
The general principles governing compensability apply in cases involving falls at work, and the
issue of coverage turns on the character of the risk of injury. The Board will look to the type of risk
involved to make its determination: 1) risks distinctly associated with the employment; 2) risks personal to
the employee; or 3) “neutral” risks which have no particular employment or personal character.

Risks

under the first and third categories are usually compensable, but risks personal to the employee are not
covered. This includes when an employee falls at work from an unknown cause. Kovatch v. A.M. General,
679 N.E.2d 940 (Ind. Ct. App. 1997). Even if the fall is determined to be from a pre-existing or personal
condition and not caused by the employment, i.e. a personal risk, an exception to the general rule can apply
where an injury results from the combination of the fall and a danger presented by the workplace—such as
placing the employee at a height, near machinery or sharp corners, or in a moving vehicle.
In 2006, the Indiana Legislature amended Indiana Code §22-3-2-2(a) to keep the burden of proof
on employees. Specifically, Indiana Code §22-3-3-2(a) provides in pertinent part, “[t]he burden of proof
is on the employee. The proof by the employee of an element of a claim does not create a presumption in
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favor of the employee with regard to another element of the claim.” Since the legislature amended Indiana
Code §22-3-3-2(a), the Indiana courts have upheld the amended statute by keeping the burden on the
employee. See, PS2, LLC v. Childers, 910 N.E.2d 809 (Ind. Ct. App. 2009) (explaining that under the
amended statute, the employee always bears the burden of proving that an injury arose out of and in the
course of employment).
4. Psychological Disorders (Stress)
In 1987, the Indiana Supreme Court concluded that psychological disorders or injuries are
compensable even in the absence of any contemporaneous physical injury. Hansen v. Von Duprin, Inc.,
507 N.E.2d 573 (Ind. 1987). Even more significantly, the Indiana Supreme Court held that a psychological
disorder would be compensable as long as it resulted from the employee’s employment, irrespective of
whether the employee had been subjected to any unusual emotional or psychological stress. Taken literally,
this would seem to mean that an employee who is distraught over an unsatisfactory job review could receive
worker’s compensation benefits if he could find a physician to restrict him from work for some period of
time. However, the Worker’s Compensation Board usually considers purely psychological injuries to
require evidence showing that the incident rises to the level of an “accidental injury.” Disappointment over
personnel action, or personality conflicts with co-workers usually do not provide the basis for a stress claim
award. More recent appellate cases have held that an emotional injury, such as humiliation, tension, or
embarrassment, is not a personal injury within the meaning of the Act unless it causes disability or
impairment.
Nonetheless, the Board’s determination of compensability regarding a “stress claim” will
ultimately depend on the Board’s interpretation of the facts and circumstances of an employee’s claim and
whether the facts suggest that an accidental incident arising out of a work risk directly caused a stress
reaction. To this end, the Board may look to a number of factors, including whether there was an accident
(incident or injury); the conditions and circumstances existing at the time of the alleged claim; what type
of activity the employee was engaged in when the accident occurred and how was it related to employment
duties; whether the employee’s actions were reasonable in relation to the work conditions; whether the
employee’s condition was pre-existing; and whether there was a causal relationship between the accident
and the employment.
5. Repetitive or Cumulative Trauma
Employees or their representatives have 30 days to provide written notice of injury or death, unless
the employer had actual knowledge of the injury or death.
Some confusion arises when the employee reports a “progressive” injury. The date of the injury
for the purpose of giving notice and for the statute of limitations is the date the injury becomes “discernible.”
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That date may mean when a qualified medical provider makes a diagnosis of cumulative trauma or when
the employee first misses work due to the condition and relates it to his job activities.
Although carpal tunnel syndrome cases and other types of “repetitive or cumulative trauma” cases
have been the subject of much discussion, it seems clear that, as in the case of all other injuries, the ultimate
question will be whether the condition was caused by the employee’s work activities. If so, compensation
will be awarded. The determination of whether these types of injuries are the result of the employee’s work
activities will necessitate investigation regarding the employee’s duties with previous employers, as well
as the employee’s personal activities and hobbies. In addition, expert medical testimony will be required.
6. Willful Acts
Employees have from time to time contended that their injuries resulted from the willful acts of the
employer or the employer’s supervisory personnel, such that the employee should be permitted to sue the
employer in a civil action, rather than being limited to the remedies available under the Indiana Worker’s
Compensation Act. The test applied in these cases has been whether the employer (those in control at the
company or corporation) actually intended to cause injury to the employee. Applying this test, the Indiana
Worker’s Compensation Board and the courts have been reluctant to find that any such injury was
specifically intended, even where the employer’s conduct had recklessly endangered the employee. Even
in instances where one employee clearly intended to injure another, the courts have limited the injured
employee’s remedies against the employer to the remedies available under the Indiana Worker’s
Compensation Act, although they have permitted a civil action to be maintained by the injured employee
against the aggressor employee if the latter acted outside the scope of the employment.
7. Contractor’s Certificate of Compliance
Generally, independent contractors are excluded from coverage under the Act, and the
determination of independent contractor status is a question of fact in which the Board considers a number
of factors. Ind. Code §22-3-2-2; Ind. Code §22-3-6-1(b)(7). However, a person (excluding homeowners),
company, general contractor, or governmental unit can become secondarily liable for payment of worker’s
compensation benefits to the employee of an independent contractor. A company contracting for the
performance of work exceeding $1,000.00 in value by a contractor becomes secondarily liable for injuries
to an employee of that contractor, unless the person or company obtained from the contractor a certificate
of compliance issued by the Board showing that the contractor has complied with the Indiana Worker’s
Compensation Act. Ind. Code §22-3-2-14. Similarly, a contractor who hires a subcontractor without
obtaining a certificate of compliance may become secondarily liable for the benefits owed to an injured
employee of the subcontractor where the accident occurs during the performance of the work covered by
the subcontract. Ind. Code §22-3-2-14. The file-stamped certificate of compliance must come from the
Worker’s Compensation Board. A certificate of insurance issued by the contractor’s insurance carrier or
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agent is not sufficient to relieve secondary liability. Any general contractor or company held secondarily
liable may pursue an action against the contractor or subcontractor who did not have proper insurance or
documentation. The employer of the injured employee remains primarily liable for benefits payable to that
employee.
8. Independent Contractor Certificate of Exemption
Indiana Code §§22-3-2-14.5 and 22-3-7-34.5 provide a mechanism for a person hiring an
independent contractor to be held harmless for injuries to the contractor or the contractor’s employees by
confirming the contractor’s exemptions from requirements of the Act. The statute was designed to protect
contractors, subcontractors and persons hiring independent contractors working in the construction trades
from liability as the independent contractor’s employer. It does not purport to make any person hiring a
contractor without employees liable for that contractor’s own injuries.
The mechanism for obtaining a Certificate of Exemption is available only to independent
contractors working in the construction trades. The independent contractor must meet the definitions of
independent contractor, sole proprietor or partner in a partnership as defined by Indiana Code §§22-3-61(b)(7), (4) and (5) respectively, and Indiana Code §§ 22-3-7-9(b)(5), (2) and (3) respectively.
To obtain a Certificate of Exemption, the independent contractor must obtain a Certificate of
Application from the Worker’s Compensation Board. The Application and a filing fee is submitted to the
Indiana Department of Revenue. The Department of Revenue processes the Application in approximately
two weeks and submits approved Applications to the Worker’s Compensation Board for further processing
and approval. The Worker’s Compensation Board issues the approved Application/Certificate to the
independent contractor. The approved Application/Certificate is valid for one year from the date of
approval.
The Department of Revenue uses Internal Revenue Service criteria, as defined in Indiana Code
§22-3-6-1(b)(7) and §22-3-7-9(b)(5), to determine independent contractorship. These criteria are set forth
on the Certificate Application.
9. Heart Attacks
Heart attacks occurring during the course and scope of employment may be compensable under the
Worker’s Compensation Act in limited circumstances. The Worker’s Compensation Board typically
requires proof that unusual job stress or strenuous activities accelerated the employee’s pre-existing heart
or lung condition. Jablonski v. Inland Steel, 575 N.E.2d 1039, 1043 (Ind. Ct. App. 1991). The employee
has the burden of establishing that he was under “external trauma causing shock or excitement.” Harris v.
Rainsoft of Allen Co. Inc., 416 N.E.2d 1320, 1323 (Ind. Ct. App. 1981). The employee would likely need
to obtain a medical report evidencing that the employee’s pre-existing condition would not have caused his
heart attack but for some aggravation by his employment, such as stress or physical activity.
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If the employee was not engaged in any type of unusual work activity at the time of his heart attack
he likely will not be entitled to benefits under the Worker’s Compensation Act. In US Steel Corp. v. Dykes,
238 Ind. 599 (1958), an employee suffered from a diseased heart and coronary system which deteriorated
to the point where the employee could no longer bear the load which was imposed on him by his regular
and usual work. The employee died of his heart condition. The Indiana Supreme Court held that the mere
showing that the employee was performing his usual routine everyday task when he suffered a heart attack
was insufficient to establish a right to worker’s compensation benefits absent any event or happening
beyond mere employment itself.
I. CLAIMS RESOLUTION
1. Settlement Agreements
There are several forms of settlement agreements available under the Act, depending upon the
status of the claim with the Worker’s Compensation Board and the manner of resolution between the parties.
Where there is no pending Application with the Worker’s Compensation Board and the parties have agreed
to a permanent partial impairment or permanent total disability without other issues, the usual agreement
utilized is a State Form 1043 or 34873, which is filed with and approved by the Worker’s Compensation
Board. Even with a pending Application, the above methods can be utilized if there are no issues except
permanent partial impairment or permanent total disability.
When other issues are resolved simultaneously with the issue of permanency, or arose previously
but were resolved, it is recommended that a stipulation of facts (or “stipulated agreement”) be submitted
which fully sets forth the resolution of all issues and the employer’s satisfaction of its statutory obligations
to the employee under the Act. This is the preferred form of settlement where there is no attempt to
terminate the employee’s right to re-open a claim. This form of settlement does not affect the employee’s
right of review or modification under Indiana Code §22-3-4-7 and Indiana Code §22-3-3-27.
Where a dispute exists regarding liability for compensation (such as employment, accidental injury,
course and scope of employment, or liability for additional conditions not already accepted as
compensable), it is recommended that the employer utilize Indiana Code §22-3-2-15 (Section 15
Compromise Agreement) to terminate its liability to the employee once and for all. This is known as a
“Section 15 Agreement” or “Compromise Agreement.” Indiana Code §22-3-2-15 provides for voluntary
settlements; however, they are unenforceable unless approved by the Worker’s Compensation Board.
Under such an agreement, the employee waives any right to reopen his case absent mutual mistake, fraud,
trickery, or duress. Goff v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 719 N.E.2d 1260 (Ind. Ct. App. 1999).
2. Mediation
An employer or carrier may agree with the employee to mediate the claim, usually after the parties
have been unable to reach a settlement through direct negotiations.
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Mediation is governed by the Indiana Rules of Court Rules for Alternative Dispute Resolution. It
is a confidential process by which a neutral mediator selected by the parties or appointed by the Board
assists the parties in reaching a mutually acceptable agreement. The role of the mediator is to assist in
identifying the issues, reducing misunderstanding, clarifying priorities, exploring areas of compromise, and
finding points of agreement and disagreements. Parties and their representatives are required to mediate in
good faith, but are not compelled to reach an agreement.
Each side may submit to the mediator a confidential statement of the case, not to exceed ten (10)
pages, prior to the mediation conference which includes the legal and factual contentions of the parties as
to both liability and damages, the factors considered in arriving at the parties’ current positions, and the
status of settlement negotiations to date.
3. Additional Settlement Concerns
Cases can become complicated by employees who are eligible, or may become eligible, for Social
Security Disability/Medicare/Medicaid benefits. Settlement agreements in such cases may require specific
language to address the federal and state agency concerns. These issues, as well as specific requirements,
are discussed in more detail in the next subsection.
Cases can also become complicated by liens or provider fee claims, which also must be addressed
in claims resolution. Provider fee claims are discussed in more detail in Section I.K.

J. MEDICARE CONSIDERATIONS
1. Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)
Overview
Medicare does not pay for services for which payment has been or is expected to be the
responsibility of a worker’s compensation insurer. Insurers/worker’s compensation carriers, beneficiaries,
and attorneys are required under MSP law 42 U.S.C § 1395y (b) to 1) reimburse Medicare for what it has
already paid, and 2) recognize the obligation to pay or prepare for the cost of the expected medical services
or items.
2. CMS Query Process
The first step in MSP compliance is the Query Process under the MMSEA Section 111;
Responsible Reporting Entities (RRE) must determine an employee’s Medicare beneficiary status and
report worker’s compensation claims to CMS if certain criteria are met. Under the Query Process, an RRE
is permitted to submit query requests to determine Medicare beneficiary status.
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If

identified

as

a

Medicare beneficiary, the RRE or employee must put the Coordination of Benefits Contractor (COBC) on
notice of the claim.
a. Reimbursement for Medical Services Paid
Medicare Secondary Payer Recovery Contractor (MSPRC)
After the COBC receives notice of a claim, the MSPRC is advised. The MSPRC then issues a
Rights and Responsibilities Letter. As the parties near resolution, a request should be made to the MSPRC
for a Conditional Payment Letter. For any conditional payments claimed that are disputed or otherwise
not payable, the Medicare beneficiary must send documentation as evidence that those claimed payments
are not related to the work injury and request the removal.

The MSPRC will consider necessary

adjustments.
At the time of settlement, judgment, or award, the parties then forward the resolution outcome,
including the settlement details to the MSPRC. This initiates a request for a Final Recovery Demand Letter.
The Final Recovery Demand Letter is the amount of Medicare’s lien, which is required to be reimbursed.
If the debtor wishes to dispute its obligation to pay any or all of the claims, it must send a detailed
explanation.

Interest on the payment begins accruing from the date of the Demand Letter but is only

assessed if the lien is not paid within the time period specified in the letter.
b. Provisions for Expected Medical Services
Medicare Set-Aside (MSA)
According to the Social Security Act, the burden for future medical expenses in worker’s
compensation cases may not be shifted to Medicare (42 C.F.R § 411.46 and § 411.47). CMS recommends
establishing a Worker’s Compensation Medicare Set-aside Arrangement (WCMSA). This can be approved
by CMS directly, when certain thresholds are met. The guidelines for CMS submission of an MSA proposal
for approval are:
•

If the injured party is currently a Medicare beneficiary and the total settlement amount is
greater than $25,000.00;

OR
•

If there is a reasonable expectation of the injured party becoming a Medicare recipient
within 30 months of the date of settlement AND the total settlement is projected to be
greater than $250,000.00.

These thresholds were established by CMS to reduce the number of submissions, but they do not excuse
lack of consideration of Medicare’s interests in cases of Medicare beneficiaries. Measures should be taken
by the parties to ensure that medical expenses for services related to the worker’s compensation injury are
compensated by the responsible party. CMS recommends considering an MSA arrangement in these cases
even though CMS will not review the proposal.
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3. Settlement Concerns
CMS stresses that efforts should be made to demonstrate due diligence in protecting its interests at
the time of settlement. In cases where CMS finds that Medicare’s interests were not considered, it has the
right of recovery against any entity that received a portion of the payment, either directly or indirectly.
An MSA is not required when resolution of the claim leaves medical expenses open.
All WCMSA proposals which require CMS approval are submitted to directly to the COBC for
approval or a corrected amount.
4. Administering Worker’s Compensation Medicare Set-Aside Account (WCMSA)
The WCMSA should be placed in an interest-bearing account. If the employee is self-administering
his/her account, an annual self-attestation form must be submitted when the funds have been exhausted.
For professional administration, the administrator must forward annual accounting summaries of the
expenditures. The Medicare contractor will verify that no Medicare payments are made for medical
expenses related to the work-related injury or illness.
5. Annuities/Structured Settlement of MSAs
When considering whether a Medicare set-aside which is being funded by an annuity will require
CMS approval, CMS instructs that the total payout of the settlement be used rather than the present day
value of the annuity cost.
More detailed information regarding Medicare Set-aside Arrangements and the Medicare
Secondary Payer rules can be found on the website for Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services at
www.cms.gov.

K. PROVIDER FEE CLAIMS
Under the Act, medical providers that furnish services in relation to a worker’s compensation claim
may file an Application for Adjustment of Claim for Provider Fee with the Indiana Worker’s Compensation
Board. The Indiana legislature recently amended provisions governing provider fee claims and the
standards for an employer’s pecuniary liability. The changes include a statutory cap based on Medicare’s
reimbursement rate for treatment or procedures by a medical service facility, i.e., a hospital, hospital based
facility, or a medical center. The current cap, effective July 1, 2014, is 200% of Medicare’s reimbursement
rate, unless the reimbursement rate is otherwise negotiated between the medical service facility and 1) the
employer; 2) the employer’s insurance carrier; 3) a billing review service; or 4) a direct provider network
that has contracted with an employer or employer’s insurance carrier.
All other medical service providers that are not medical service facilities, e.g. physicians, are still
reimbursed pursuant to the 80th percentile rate under Indiana Code §22-3-3-5.2. If the 80th percentile
standard applies, the responsible employer must pay for treatment equal to or less than the charges made
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by medical service providers at the 80th percentile in the same community for like services or products.
This does not mean that the responsible employer is only required to pay 80% of the bill. The statute
defines community as a geographic service area based on zip code districts as defined by the United States
Post Office. Ind. Code §22-3-6-1(h). The Indiana Supreme Court has held that the employer has the burden
of proving the charges exceed the employer’s liability under the Act. Wash. Township Fire Dept. v. Beltway
Surgery Center, 921 N.E.2d 825 (Ind. 2010). Further, the Board may require an employer that fails to meet
this burden to pay the medical provider’s bill in full. Id.
If a claim for provider fee subject to the 80th percentile standard proceeds to final hearing, the Board
will first require the employer or carrier to produce the underlying data used to arrive at the amount paid.
Thereafter, the provider-plaintiff must respond with underlying data to explain the amount billed.
After June 30, 2011, a health care provider must file an application for adjustment of claim for a
provider fee with the Board not later than two (2) years after the receipt of an initial written communication
from the employer, the employer’s insurance carrier, if any, or an agent acting on behalf of the employer
after the health care provider submits a bill for services or products. Ind. Code §22-3-3-5(d). This section
also allows for a filing fee on balanced billing claims. Id.
II. OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES ACT
Although identical to the Worker’s Compensation Act in many respects, the Indiana Occupational
Diseases Act features some important differences. An occupational disease is defined as:
A disease arising out of and in the course of employment. Ordinary diseases of life to
which the general public is exposed outside of the employment shall not be compensable,
except where such diseases follow as an incident of an occupational disease as defined in
this section.
Ind. Code §22-3-7-10(a). There is no requirement that the occupational disease be contracted “by accident.”
An occupational disease arises out of the employment where there is a direct causal link between the disease
and the conditions under which the work was performed, such that the disease may be regarded as having
naturally resulted from the exposure. Baker v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 637 N.E.2d 1271 (Ind. 1994).
In many cases, it is difficult for the employee to establish a causal connection between his or her disease,
such as bronchitis, and a particular irritant in the work environment.
Another significant difference involves the definition of “disability.” To recover disability benefits
or to secure payment of medical expenses under the Occupational Diseases Act, an employee must establish
that he or she suffers from an occupational disease that resulted in “disablement.” Disablement refers to
the state of being unable to earn full wages at the work the employee performed when last exposed to the
hazardous condition or full wages in other suitable employment. Spaulding v. International Bakers Serv.,
550 N.E.2d 307 (Ind. 1990). Consequently, an employee who has an allergic reaction to an irritant may not
be able to establish disablement, if that employee could earn equal wages for another employer where that
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irritant would not be present. Disability exists as long as the person is unable to earn equal wages in the
person’s work or in work for another employee.
Another principal difference between the Acts involves the statute of limitations. Under the
Occupational Disease Act, an employee must file an Application with the Board within two years after the
date of disablement. Where an employee has died from an alleged occupational disease, the statutory
dependents must file an Application with the Board within two years after the employee’s death. In
addition, an employee is conclusively deemed to have been exposed to the hazards of an occupational
disease where he has been employed for any length of time in an occupation or process in which the hazard
of that disease exists. The employer liable for the compensation is the employer in whose employment the
employee was last exposed to the hazards of the occupational disease claimed regardless of the length of
time of the last exposure. However, in cases involving silicosis or asbestosis, the only employer liable is
the last employer in whose employment the employee was exposed during a period of 60 days or more to
the hazard of the occupational disease. The insurance carrier liable is the carrier whose policy was in effect
covering the employer liable on the last day of exposure rendering the employer liable. Ind. Code §22-37-33.
III. WORKER’S COMPENSATION BENEFITS
FOR UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS
Although Indiana law is relatively unclear on the subject, the Worker’s Compensation Board has
historically taken a consistent approach to work claims involving undocumented workers. There has yet to
be any specific statutory amendment or any reported court decision regarding an undocumented worker’s
entitlement to worker’s compensation benefits, but the Board has indicated its expectation that the workers
will receive at least medical benefits and permanent partial impairment when an undocumented worker is
injured at work. Temporary total disability may be disputed under certain circumstances, but this issue
depends on the specific facts and circumstances of a particular case. For example, in a fairly well known,
but unpublished and thus non-binding decision, the Indiana Court of Appeals in Garcia v. Owens-Corning
sustained a decision of the Worker’s Compensation Board that awarded medical services and permanent
partial impairment benefits to an undocumented worker, but denied temporary total disability (“TTD”)
benefits on the grounds that the lack of a legal employment relationship made the plaintiff ineligible for
income replacement benefits.
On the other hand, the Indiana Board has allowed disability benefits in cases where the employer
has not taken the appropriate steps after the invalid documentation has been discovered. Other Board
decisions have also indicated other possible exceptions (e.g., in a case where the undocumented worked
was terminated for reasons that had nothing to do with his worker status, the Board awarded temporary
total disability benefits).
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Nonetheless, while practitioners wait for a definitive statutory amendment or published decision
on the issue, the Board’s approach should serve as a general framework within which to operate. To this
end, it appears each case must be examined on an individual basis, and Board direction may be appropriate
if questions remain.

DUGAN & VOLAND LLC
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We are pleased to share with you this Desktop Guide to Indiana Worker’s Compensation. For casespecific legal advice or updates on Indiana law, please contact our offices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Representing employers before the Worker’s Compensation Board of Indiana presents the
defense attorney with many challenges, but also provides rewards on the professional and person
level. Each case is an opportunity either to develop a professional bond with a new employer or
to continue the attorney’s relationship with a longstanding client. Many cases feature unusual fact
patterns or novel issues, particularly with our changing economy and work habits.
The employer’s handling of worker’s compensation injuries can be likened to the defensive
side of a football team. The employer’s managers and supervisors act like linemen involved in the
daily bump and grind of dealing with employees’ reports of injuries and return-to-work issues.
The insurers or third-party administrators serve as linebackers, supporting the employer’s front
line by handling claims that require direction of medical treatment. Many, perhaps most, claims
are stopped at this point. The defense attorney acts more like a safety, surveying the field of play
and coming up to make tackles when necessary. If the defensive scheme is working well, the
attorney is not the lead tackler on the team.
II. RETENTION OF DEFENSE ATTORNEY
In some instances, the defense attorney is retained before the employee has formally
initiated a case before the Worker’s Compensation Board by filing an Application for Adjustment
of Claim. Frequently, the attorney is retained in those situations to assist with a difficult issue, a
problem employee, or even the employee’s attorney. In most cases, however, the defense attorney
is not retained until after the employee has filed the Application for Adjustment of Claim.
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After retention, the defense attorney should confirm the assignment with the insurance
carrier or third-party administrator who retained the attorney. It is important to perform a conflicts
check to determine whether the defense attorney has a conflict of interest which would prevent
him or her from representing the employer in a particular case. To determine whether the
representation presents a conflict, reference should be made to Rules 1.7 through 1.12 of the Rules
of Professional Conduct. Provided no conflict exists, an appearance should be filed with the
Worker’s Compensation Board.
The attorney should take the opportunity to introduce the attorney’s firm to the employer
if the attorney has not previously represented that employer. An introductory letter to the employer
should identify the scope of legal representation and make inquiry about other claims that may
have an impact on the defense of the worker’s compensation claim. For example, the employee’s
receipt of unemployment benefits or the employee’s filing of a discrimination or wrongful
discharge suit may be particularly important.

It may become necessary for the worker’s

compensation defense attorney to coordinate his or her effort with that of in-house counsel or other
outside counsel representing the employer on these related matters. The introductory letter may
also instruct the employer: (1) to maintain records pertinent to the case so that the evidence may
be preserved; and (2) not to disclose the records or their content without first consulting the defense
attorney. The letter should also invite the employer to participate in the defense. Throughout the
representation, the defense attorney should remember that the employer is a key litigation resource.
Successful defense of an employer before the Worker’s Compensation Board often depends on the
quality of input and assistance the defense attorney receives from the employer.
Generally, the employer is not obligated to file an answer to the employee’s Application.
631 Ind. Admin. Code §1-1-8. If a special defense under Indiana Code §22-3-2-8 is alleged by the
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employer, the employer must file a notice of defense at least forty-five days before hearing. 631
Ind. Admin. Code §1-1-8. The Section 8 defenses include injuries due to:


self-inflicted wounds;



intoxication;



the commission of an offense;



the knowing failure to use a safety device; and



the knowing failure to obey a reasonable written or printed work rule that is
conspicuously posted.

Ind. Code §22-3-2-8. The Board typically disfavors the special defenses, each of which acts as a
complete bar to compensation. Of course, determination of whether a special defense may apply
requires the attorney to evaluate the case.
III. EVALUATION BY THE DEFENSE ATTORNEY
A. Investigation
The defense attorney is typically asked to evaluate the case based on the available medical
records and the investigation of the claim. The investigation ideally involves both the employer’s
factfinding efforts as well as those undertaken by the adjuster for the insurance carrier or thirdparty administrator. The kind of information relevant to a particular case varies with the issues.
Worker’s compensation claims are typically driven by the nature of and course of treatment for
the medical or psychological condition at issue. The case may be a run-of-the-mill dispute over
permanent partial impairment or a much more complicated fight over causation, permanent total
disability, or even an occupational disease which could affect a number of workers at the
employer’s facility. Worker’s compensation cases usually arrive in one of two forms on the
defense attorney’s desk: (1) an injury deemed compensable (at least at some point during the
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claim); and (2) an injury where the employer has disputed that the work caused the injury from the
outset. A more uncommon case is presented by a dispute whether the claimant was actually an
employee or whether the Indiana Board can exercise jurisdiction over the case. Issue identification
is crucial to a successful defense.
The defense attorney must review the investigation performed to date and determine
whether it is adequate for defense of the claim. The investigation typically encompasses the
following information:
1.

The time and manner of the reporting of the injury;

2.

The statements of the employee and witnesses;

3.

Other pertinent employment information or developments;

4.

The employer’s knowledge about the employee’s medical and employment
history; and

5.

The medical records of the injured worker.

The time and manner of reporting can have a tremendous impact on a case where causation is the
principal issue. The attorney must consider whether the timing of the reporting is suspicious. For
example, the injury may have been reported:


Shortly after the hire date, particularly where a pre-existing condition is known to
exist.



After a weekend, a vacation, or other leave of absence.



After announcement of temporary or permanent layoffs or plant closings.



Weeks or even months after the alleged onset of the condition or the occurrence of
a specific accident.
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Consideration must be given to the statements made by witnesses, such as the allegedly injured
employee, co-workers, and managers and supervisors. The employee’s disciplinary records,
attendance records, and previous history of worker’s compensation claims should also be
considered where relevant to an issue presented.
An often overlooked element in the investigation is the employer’s knowledge about the
employee. Employers frequently have a wealth of information about their employees, although
not usually in a centralized source. The challenge for the attorney is to obtain the available
information about the employee. For example, an employer may have the following types of
information about the employee:


Pre-existing conditions involving the body part alleged to be injured.



Concurrent employment, particularly if the other job has no health benefits, is
part-time, or is more physically strenuous. An employee holding two jobs may
have an incentive to have his claim recognized by one employer and not the
other. It is helpful to discover the employee’s claim history with the other
employer in such cases.



The employee’s financial or marital difficulty or substantial child support
arrearage, each of which may be affecting the employee’s ability and
motivation to work.



The employee’s criminal history, particularly if it involves acts of deception or
dishonesty.



A history of drug and alcohol abuse.



A pattern of absences during certain seasons, such as a construction worker
claiming an injury at the end of the outdoor working season. Similarly, some
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employees have a pattern of having suspect claims in the late spring or early
summer just in time for enjoying the good weather while on disability.
If not initially addressed in the investigation, the listed circumstances may need to be explored
during the course of litigation.
Whether as part of the initial investigation or as part of the attorney’s preparation of the
defense, the employer’s procedures may also be important. The defense attorney may need to
obtain information regarding:


A post-hiring physical examination which the employee underwent.



The return-to-work policy and the employer’s consistency in adhering to that
policy.



The monitoring of the employee’s leave of absence, including any requirement
that the employee provide “release from work” slips from authorized
physicians.



The existence of job descriptions and the tracking of jobs while an employee is
on light duty.



Performance reviews of the employee and disciplinary records.



Attendance records, which ideally have the reasons for the absences
documented.

Employers also have informal information about employees that can prove helpful in the
defense. An employer often develops some level of rapport with its work force through its
supervisors, human resources department, and worker’s compensation or safety administrators.
The employer may also have information about the employee through community contacts,
including social events, religious services, local shopping centers, and sporting events. It is not
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unusual for managers to become aware of pertinent information from fellow employees who have
seen the employee outside the workplace.
The carrier or third-party administrator usually supplies the defense attorney with the
medical records collected to date. More records may be needed to complete or update the
evaluation. In addition to the physician’s evaluations, the employee may have also undergone a
functional capacity evaluation to measure his or her physical abilities. The investigation by the
employer and its carrier or administrator may also include video surveillance of the employee.
Surveillance is commonly undertaken where the claim is suspicious or the disability has become
unusually protracted.
B. Evaluation—An Ongoing Process
Drawing upon all available information, the defense attorney should objectively evaluate
the case and provide the administrator or carrier with an assessment of the likelihood of success
before the Worker’s Compensation Board. The defense attorney should be mindful of the
particular hearing member to whom the claim will be presented because hearing members vary
somewhat in their approach to different issues. The defense attorney must also factor in other
information, such as witness availability (particularly if the critical defense witness is no longer
employed by the employer), the quality of and differences in the medical opinions, and the
existence and amount of unpaid medical expenses. For example, the hearing member may be more
inclined to favor the employee in a disputed claim where the employee faces substantial medical
expenses with no health insurance to pay for them in the event the employee loses the case.
Employers who have short-term disability and health insurance benefits available to employees
will frequently see less cases where the employee has substantial unpaid medical expenses or
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protracted periods without any compensation. The availability of such insurance can take the
urgency out of the worker’s compensation claim.
The defense attorney needs to advise the client of all issues raised by the facts, whether or
not they were recognized by the client before the attorney’s retention. The evaluation should also
set forth an action plan for defending the employer before the Board. The defense attorney should
make specific recommendations for preserving necessary information, obtaining additional
medical records or opinions, and identifying further information that should be developed. For
information believed to be in the possession of the employee, discovery is fully available to the
defense attorney.
Throughout the course of discovery and the remaining investigation, the defense attorney
should continue to evaluate the developing information, witness credibility, and the quality of the
medical evidence. Although clients do not like fluctuating attorney opinions, it is necessary to
inform the clients about the impact of newly received information. Because the Act provides
defined benefits, the employer’s maximum exposure can usually be calculated. Consequently,
adjustments to the total exposure can be made when new information arrives.
IV. DISCOVERY BEFORE THE WORKER’S COMPENSATION BOARD
The Worker’s Compensation Board of Indiana has adopted the discovery rules (26 through
37) from the Rules of Trial Procedure, which apply in civil cases. 631 Ind. Admin. Code §1-1-3.
The defense attorney should note, however, that the Worker’s Compensation Board usually
expects the attorneys to be flexible with regard to the deadlines for discovery. The Board has no
regular mechanism for timely processing motions for extension of time to respond to discovery.
As a practical matter, the defense attorney should work with the employee’s attorney to establish
realistic timeframes for answering discovery, whether served by or upon the employer.
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Trial Rule 26 now requires service of discovery in an electronic as well as written format.
This procedure has not caught on in worker’s compensation practice, and so far the Board has not
insisted on use of the electronic format. At present, it seems that the format of the discovery is left
to the attorneys’ preference.
In Indiana, unlike some other states, the defense attorney may obtain a wealth of
information through the injured employee or other non-parties by use of discovery initiatives. The
principal initiatives used by defense attorneys are:


Depositions of the employee, other witnesses, and (less frequently) the
physicians.



Request for production of documents to the employee, which is particularly
effective for obtaining exhibits the employee intends to introduce at hearing.



Interrogatories to the employee, which can be used to determine the employee’s
witnesses, benefits sought under the Act, contentions, medical or chiropractic
providers used by the employee, employment and medical history, and other
personal information.



Non-party requests for production of documents which generally are served on
medical providers, vocational rehabilitation evaluators, or other employers to
obtain the necessary records.



Requests for admissions.

In many cases, the defense attorney can receive information through the injured employee
in a cost-effective manner by obtaining a consent or authorization for release of medical
information or employment information. Despite the worker’s compensation exception to HIPAA,
many medical providers will insist upon a HIPAA-compliant release form.
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Pre-litigation tools, such as video surveillance and medical examinations, also remain
available for use throughout the litigation phase. For example, the defense attorney may be asked
to select or assist in the selection of a medical examiner to act as a treating physician or as a onetime evaluator. Records reviews can also be used to address medical issues. In those situations,
the defense attorney should carefully consider the physician’s qualifications and expertise, his or
her familiarity with the Act, and his or her reputation before the Worker’s Compensation Board.
The defense attorney should also take the lead in responding to discovery initiatives served
by the employee. The full range of objections available in civil cases is also available to the
employer in the worker’s compensation case. Typically, the employer’s assistance will be
necessary for preparation of adequate responses. It is helpful to remind the employer that the
discovery responses are its company’s formal responses, not merely those of the insurance carrier
or administrator. In responding to document requests, the defense attorney will have to determine
whether the documents sought are objectionable or discoverable. For instance, some employees
in occupational disease cases serve discovery seeking all material safety data sheets of every
chemical ever used at the employer’s facility rather than documents tailored to the particular
ailment which the employee is claiming. An objection based on undue burden and relevancy
would be appropriate in such a case. Employees may request information about medical conditions
experienced by other employees that are similar to the injury at issue. The employer is generally
not in a position to disclose another employee’s confidential medical information and should
therefore object to a document or information request of that type. Of course, the defense attorney
should ensure that documents and communications protected by the attorney-client privilege and
work product privilege are not disclosed.
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It is probably true that in most cases that proceed to hearing the defense attorney deposes
the employee beforehand. Whether and when to depose the employee varies with the facts of a
particular case. The deposition is usually intended to develop further information or to pin down
the employee’s version of events. In a few cases, the employee’s attorney may request the
deposition of an employer representative. It is important for the defense attorney to meet with the
employer representative beforehand to learn what information will be divulged and its impact on
the claim.
V. SETTLEMENT
The vast majority of worker’s compensation cases are resolved through voluntary
settlements. Indiana Code §22-3-2-15 provides for voluntary settlements, which are valid and
enforceable if approved by the Worker’s Compensation Board. All agreements must therefore be
filed and approved by the Board. The form of settlement agreement depends on the status of the
claim with the Board and the manner of resolution of the issues between the parties. When issues
are resolved simultaneously with the issue of permanent partial impairment or permanent disability
and the injury is deemed compensable, it is recommended that a stipulation of facts or “stipulated
agreement” be submitted which fully sets forth the resolution of all issues and the employer’s
satisfaction of its statutory obligations to the injured employee under the Act. This is the form of
settlement preferred by the Board where there is no basis for terminating the employee’s right to
reopen or modify the agreed award under Indiana Code §22-3-3-27. The stipulated agreement
should set forth the benefits already paid and the settlement to be paid to show that all issues over
any benefits that may have accrued during the claim have been resolved.
Where a dispute exists regarding liability for an injury or liability over a particular
condition within the claim, it is recommended that an employer use a compromise agreement to
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terminate its liability to the injured employee once and for all. This is also known as a “Section
15 agreement.” Under a compromise agreement, the employee waives any right to reopen his or
her case in the future. It is similar to a general release in civil cases. A compromise agreement
should:


Identify the nature of the injury and the basis of the dispute between the parties.
For example, the agreement should set forth that the employer disagreed that
the employee had sustained a work injury.



Recount any benefits paid to the employee and the lump sum to be made, as
well as resolution of other issues such as payment of medical expenses.



Include language addressing allocation of the settlement for social security
purposes if the employee has or is expected to receive social security disability
income for the disputed condition.



Dismiss with prejudice the Application for Adjustment of Claim.



Release the employer and its representatives, agents, carriers, and third-party
administrators (and attorneys!) from all further claims under the Act for the
alleged condition.



Contain an indemnification provision under which the employee agrees to hold
the employer harmless with respect to any claims or liens asserted against the
settlement proceeds.



Contain language for the approval by the Worker’s Compensation Board upon
its review.
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Irrespective of the form of settlement, the defense attorney should consider whether the proposed
settlement will become entangled in a Medicare/Medicaid lien situation. That topic will be
addressed by another presenter at this seminar.
In recent years, mediation has become more common in worker’s compensation cases. It
may be particularly helpful in a case with a large exposure for the employer or carrier. Mediation
may also be desirable in a case where one party has remained unrealistic about the more probable
outcome if the case is tried. Defense attorneys for employers generally prefer to use mediators
who are familiar with worker’s compensation claims.
VI. PREPARATION FOR AND PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE AT HEARING
A. Worker’s Compensation Board Hearings
The Worker’s Compensation Board of Indiana has a chairperson and six hearing members
appointed by the Governor. Each hearing member hears and decides disputed cases between
employees and employers within a particular geographic district.

After the filing of the

Application for Adjustment of Claim by the employee, the Board will assign the case to a particular
hearing member. Some hearing members hold periodic pre-trial conferences to monitor the
progress of the cases. The hearing members with larger districts tend to “regionalize” their cases
by holding conferences and hearings in more populated counties. The hearing members usually
prefer to hear a case only when all issues are ready for determination. Consequently, continuances
are common. A party requesting a continuance should do so more than ten days in advance of
hearing. 631 Ind. Admin. Code §1-1-10. Many hearing members now require an attorney to
confer with the opponent before a continuance is granted. A defense attorney should expect that
hearing members will be more liberal with continuances requested by employees.
B. Medical Evidence
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Under longstanding Board practice, all medical documentation that the employer intends
to submit at hearing must be provided to the employee more than thirty days before the hearing
date. Indiana Code §22-3-3-6 addresses the exchange of medial reports where a party has had the
employee undergo a medical examination. The statute does not expressly address the employer’s
submission of the employee’s records from employee’s physicians who treated conditions before
the work injury. Section 6 requires medical reports from the physician selected by a party to
contain certain items of information, including the onset, cause, and diagnosis of the condition, the
existence and level of disability or impairment, and the physician’s original signature. Ind. Code
§22-3-3-6(e). The party opposing a medical report must timely file an objection to non-complying
medical documents under Section 6 no later than twenty days before hearing or the objection as to
the form of the documentation is waived. Ind. Code §22-3-3-6(g). Medical documentation that
complies with Section 6 should not be excluded from evidence on the basis of hearsay, but may
be ruled inadmissible on other grounds. Ind. Code §22-3-3-6(e).
A problem may arise with the submission of the routine medical report by an authorized
physician which does not satisfy all the elements of Section 6. Most, if not all, hearing members
will allow the reports in evidence, perhaps out of recognition that the reports help to tell the whole
story. Some hearing members will allow the entire set of medical reports generated by an
authorized physician into evidence if the set taken as a whole satisfies all the elements of Section
6. Generally speaking, hearing members allow all medical records submitted into evidence rather
than exclude some of them. For this reason, records of treatment of pre-existing conditions are
accepted as a matter of course.

Technical deficiencies such as authentication are usually

disregarded. The defense attorney does not, however, need to foist unimportant records on the
hearing member. Frequently, hospital nurses’ notes, chemical studies, and other routine records
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can be culled from the submission. In cases where a medical report, whether for legitimate reasons
or otherwise, is not shared with the opponent until shortly before or at hearing, the hearing
members usually will offer the opposing party the opportunity of a continuance so that the medical
report can be addressed. The Board severely frowns upon trial by ambush with medical reports.
C. Presentation of Evidence
The defense attorney should be mindful that the hearing member expects a concise and
clear presentation of evidence without development of unnecessary or meaningless information.
Toward that end, a diligent investigation and focused discovery will greatly facilitate preparation
for hearing. Once the notice of hearing is received by the attorney, the employer should be notified
and informed within a reasonable time whether any of its employees are needed as witnesses.
Witnesses outside of the employer’s control should also be timely notified and have their
attendance secured by subpoena or agreement. When necessary and as appropriate, key defense
witnesses should be prepared by the defense attorney before the hearing. At hearing, the defense
attorney should have available either statements or affidavits made by the witnesses before the
hearing in the event the witnesses at hearing depart from their previous accounts.
Where possible, the parties should stipulate to facts not in dispute such as the Board’s
jurisdiction and venue, the employee’s average weekly wage and the disability rate, his or her
length of employment, and the admissible documents. The hearing members appreciate the
defense attorney’s efforts in preparing the stipulations. The stipulations should be drafted in
neutral language with the parties’ contentions set forth so that the issues are well identified.
Unfortunately, some opposing attorneys will put forward highly slanted “stipulations” or will fuss
over minor points not truly disputed to seek some advantage on some other point in the stipulations.
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The defense attorney should maintain a firm stand against such practices. If no agreement can be
reached, competing contentions can be submitted.
It is common for the employee’s deposition to be submitted at hearing. The defense
attorney may move to have sections of the deposition excluded if a valid objection exists. It is
suggested that the attorney have available a redacted version of the deposition or at least a detailed
description of the portion to be excluded. That being said, the defense attorney should not be
surprised that the hearing member agrees to take the deposition into evidence with the objection
under advisement.
In the litigation phase it is necessary to have information in an admissible form. Rumors
unsupported by corroborating evidence are generally not admissible and will not persuade the
hearing member to deny benefits to an allegedly injured employee. Nevertheless, for the most
part, evidence is submitted without the strict foundational and other technical requirements
common in civil trials. See Noblesville Casting Div. of TRW v. Prince, 438 N.E.2d 722, 737 (Ind.
1982). Although the hearing member may allow hearsay evidence, the defense attorney should
object where appropriate to preserve the issue for appeal because an award may not be based solely
on hearsay evidence. Some hearing members routinely exclude all hearsay evidence. Others will
allow it in on an infrequent basis or only where the employee is testifying about what the
physicians said. For surveillance video evidence, the defense attorney can either secure a
stipulation to its admission or can have the investigator present to authenticate the video. Although
the hearing member is not bound by the Rules of Evidence, the hearing member will typically
honor objections based on those rules. From a legal standpoint, the hearing member’s decision
must rest on evidence of at least a minimally reliable level. K-Mart v. Morrison, 609 N.E.2d 17,
26 (Ind. Ct. App. 1993).
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Due to the emphasis on expeditiously presenting evidence, many hearings consist of no
more than the submission of agreed records and the direct examination of the employee by his or
her attorney followed by cross-examination by the defense attorney. As with civil cases, the
recognized guidelines for effective cross examination hold true in worker’s compensation cases.
A defense attorney using cross examination of the injured employee as a substitute for discovery
is engaged in a risky enterprises that will likely have unfortunate consequences for the employer.
In cases where the employer representatives testify, the defense attorney should present them with
a mind toward eliciting the necessary information without undue delay. It is not helpful to subject
the hearing member to the tedious examination of a defense witness particularly after the hearing
member has suffered through an employee’s long testimony. Likewise, hearing members do not
want the defense attorney to have the employee read aloud their lengthy medical records which
are already in evidence. The attorney should highlight the salient points so that the hearing
member has some guidance when he or she reviews the medical evidence.
Either at the outset of the hearing or after its conclusion, the defense attorney may request
for leave to file proposed findings and conclusions or a trial brief. Typically, such post-hearing
submissions are made within thirty to forty-five days after the hearing. In some cases, the hearing
member will refuse the request, particularly if the dispute is relatively straightforward and does
not involve a tremendous amount of medical evidence. In more complex cases, the post-hearing
submission can provide an important tool for the defense attorney to convince the hearing member
of the reason why the employer should prevail.
There are certain advantages to having an employer representative present at the hearing,
even if that representative is not expected to testify. The representative puts a human face on the
large corporation and shows the company’s interest in the case. It also helps to remind the hearing
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member that the decisions affecting the employee were not the result of some monolithic corporate
culture but rather represent individuals trying to do their jobs as best they can. The presence of an
employer representative also helps to keep employees from “gilding the lily.”
VI. APPEAL OF ADVERSE DECISIONS
A. Full Board Review
The party adversely affected by the hearing member’s decision may request that the Full
Worker’s Compensation Board review that decision by filing an Application for Review by the
Full Board within thirty days of the issue date of the decision. Ind. Code §22-3-4-7. Failure to
timely file the application allows the hearing member’s decision to become final and conclusive.
The Full Board consists of all six hearing members and the chairperson. This means that the
hearing member who initially decided the case participates in the appeal. In the unusual situation
where a tie vote occurs, the chairperson’s vote is counted twice to break the tie.
Although the Full Board hearing is a de novo hearing, the Full Board usually does not allow
new or additional evidence to be introduced. 631 Ind. Admin. Code §1-1-18. Instead, the Full
Board hears argument from each party. To preserve issues for appellate review, a party must raise
those issues before the Full Board. This is best accomplished by submitting a brief or proposed
findings and conclusions within the timeframe set forth in 631 Indiana Administrative Code §1-115. The complaining party’s brief is due no later than thirty days before hearing, and the
responding party’s submission is due ten days before hearing. The Full Board is flexible on the
deadlines where good cause exists. The attorneys should not expect the Full Board to afford them
a substantial amount of time to present their arguments. Typically, the attorneys are provided no
more than ten to twenty minutes each. In particularly large or complex cases, the Full Board has
been known to give the parties more time for argument.
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The Full Board usually issues a decision within thirty to forty-five days after its hearing.
In cases where the hearing member had to weigh conflicting facts, the Full Board tends to be
deferential to the hearing member’s assessment. Cases involving purely legal issues on the other
hand result in more disagreement among Board members.
B. Appellate Court Review
A party dissatisfied with the Full Board’s decision must file a Notice of Appeal within
thirty days of the Full Board’s decision if the party wishes to challenge that decision. Ind. App.
Rule 9(A) and (I). It is imperative that the appealing party comply with that timeframe otherwise
the right to appeal is forfeited. The appellate filing fee is also due at that time. Within thirty days
of filing the Notice of Appeal, the appealing party must file its Appellant’s Case Summary (Rule
15) and thereafter comply with the Rules of Appellate Procedure.
Where the employer has lost at the Full Board level, the defense attorney should inform his
client that success on appeal to the Court of Appeals or Supreme Court is made more difficult by
the highly deferential standard of review that applies to factfindings made by the Full Board. See
Cavazos v. Midwest General Metals Corp., 783 N.E.2d 1233, 1239 (Ind. Ct. App. 2003). The
appellate courts are less deferential where the issue involves a purely legal question or an
application of the law to undisputed facts.
VII. ATTORNEYS’ FEES
Unlike the employee’s attorneys’ fees which are paid out of the award and must be
consistent with the Board’s fee schedule, the defense attorney typically is paid by the hour through
his or her standing arrangement with the employer, carrier, or third-party administrator. Some
carriers have adopted a flat fee approach for payment of the defense attorney. The attorney should
be careful not to allow the form of the arrangement to materially alter the quality of his or her
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advocacy on the part of the employer. Of course, the fee must be reasonable. Ind. Rule of Prof.
Conduct 1.5. Ideally, the client rewards the defense attorney’s good work with timely payment.
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IDENTIFYING & ADDRESSING
FRAUDULENT CLAIMS AND MALINGERING
• FRAUD AND MALINGERING
• Intentional exaggeration or feigning of symptoms or
conditions for gain (benefits or avoidance of return to
work)
• Distinguishable from other similar behaviors or
circumstances
• Poor education
• Poor coping skills
• Marginally employable worker
• Somatic complainer
• Indiana: responsible for aggravation of asymptomatic
or latent condition, but not pre-existing impairment
(loss of function) or disability (loss of ability to work)

I. IDENTIFYING SUSPICIOUS CLAIMS OF
WORK INJURIES

2

A. REAL WORK INJURY OR NOT?
• Employee’s statement on cause
• Employee’s activities in and out of workplace
• Medical evidence
Early detection is key
1. TIME AND MANNER OF REPORTING
• Shortly after hire—especially where pre-existing
condition involved
• After weekend, vacation or leave of absence
• After announcement of temporary or permanent
layoffs or plant closing
• Weeks or months after the alleged onset of condition
or occurrence of specific accident
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2. OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
• Excessive absenteeism or lack of vacation or
sick days
• Pre-existing condition including same body part
• Concurrent employment, especially if other job
has no benefits, is strenuous, or is part-time.
• Financial or marital difficulty
• Criminal history
• History of drug or alcohol abuse
• Off season injury, especially for outdoor workers
• Lack of witness corroboration
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B. ADDRESSING SUSPICIOUS CLAIMS
Primary tools for reducing and avoiding fraudulent
claims:
1. Company procedures—injury reporting
2. Medical documentation, evaluation and
management
3. Effective investigation
4. Discovery initiatives, if litigation is involved
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II. WORK INJURIES COMPLICATED BY
FRAUD OR MALINGERING
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A. BENEFITS IMPROPERLY SOUGHT
1. MEDICAL SERVICES
• Treatment for non-work injuries
• Different physicians
• Additional testing
• Narcotic-seeking behavior
• New symptoms before expected return to work
2. DISABILITY BENEFITS
• Refusal of light duty
• Complaints of not accommodating restrictions
• Reporting of new symptoms after return to work
• Misrepresentation to physician about the nature of
work
• Poor effort in physical therapy or in FCE
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3. PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY
• Refusal to return to work despite physician’s release
• Application for/receipt of governmental benefits, especially
SSDI
• Refusal to pursue vocational rehabilitation
• Alleged disability ≠ objective medical evidence on abilities
• Employee’s approach to retirement age
• Pre-existing or progressive medical conditions or physical
disabilities
4. PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRMENT
• Poor effort on FCE
• Subjective complaints
• Symptom magnification
• Reliance on plaintiffs’ physicians
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B. TOOLS FOR ADDRESSING FRAUDULENT
CLAIMS AND MALINGERING
1. COMPANY PROCEDURES
• Adequate, thorough and legal interview
process
• Effective return to work policy
• Monitoring of leave of absence
• Job descriptions/job tracking
2. EMPLOYMENT CONTACTS
• Communication with workforce
• Community contacts
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3. INVESTIGATION, CASE MANAGEMENT &
LITIGATION
• Witness interviews
• Medical documentation
• Tax and court records
• Employment records
• Medical evaluations
• Case management
• Gatekeeper physician
• Surveillance
• Discovery tools
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LIABILITY FOR PRE-EXISTING
CONDITIONS—APPORTIONMENT
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INDIANA RULE
• Where work injury aggravates a dormant or
asymptomatic pre-existing condition, the employer is
liable for the full extent of injury
• Employer is responsible for all natural and proximate
medical consequences and complications from work
injury
• Employer is not responsible for pre-existing
impairment; employee bears burden on
apportionment if injury combines with prior impairment
• Predisposition to injury vs. pre-existing impairment
(loss of function)
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